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001  ACRATIC ACRASIA, a lack of self-control [adj] */* AACCIRT

002  ADELGID a small insect (any of a class of small invertebrate animals) [n ADELGIDS] */s ADDEGIL

003  ADIOSES ADIOS, goodbye (a concluding remark or gesture at parting) [n] */* ADEIOSS

004  ADLANDS· ADLAND, the world of advertising [n] b/* AADDLNS

005  ADSUKIS· ADSUKI, adzuki (the edible seed of an Asian plant) [n] */* ADIKSSU

006  ADWARES· ADWARE, computer software that is provided free but has advertisements [n] */* AADERSW

007  AERADIO a Canadian radio service for pilots [n AERADIOS] */s AADEIOR

008  AETATIS of the age of [adj] */* AAEISTT

009  AGONISM a contest or struggle [n AGONISMS] */s AGIMNOS

010  AIRBASE a military base for aircraft [n AIRBASES] */s AABEIRS

011  AIRLOCK a blockage in a pipe caused by an air bubble [n AIRLOCKS] h/s ACIKLOR

012  AIRSIDE the side of an airport terminal facing the aircraft [n AIRSIDES] */s ADEIIRS

013  AIRSOME cold (having little or no warmth) [adj] */* AEIMORS

014  AIRTRAM an aerial cable car [n AIRTRAMS] */s AAIMRRT

015  AIRVACS· AIRVAC, evacuation by air ambulance [n] */* AACIRSV

016  AKEBIAS· AKEBIA, a climbing shrub [n] */* AABEIKS

017  AKRASIA acrasia (a lack of self-control) [n AKRASIAS] : AKRATIC ~adj */s AAAIKRS

018  AKRATIC AKRASIA, acrasia (a lack of self-control) [adj] */* AACIKRT

019  ALCOOLS· ALCOOL, an alcoholic liquor [n] */* ACLLOOS

020  ALCOPOP a flavored beverage containing 4-6 percent alcohol [n ALCOPOPS] */s ACLOOPP

021  ALIASED ALIAS, to assign an assumed name to [v] */* AADEILS

022  ALIYOTH· ALIYAH, the immigration of Jews to Israel [n] */* AHILOTY

023  ALLIAKS· ALLIAK, an Inuit sledge [n] */* AAIKLLS

024  AMAUTIK· an Inuit woman's parka [n AMAUTIKS] */s AAIKMTU

025  AMAUTIS· AMAUTI, amautik (an Inuit woman's parka) [n] */* AAIMSTU

026 ·AMENTUM ament (a mentally deficient person) [n AMENTA] r/* AEMMNTU

027  AMTRAKS· AMTRAK, amtrac (a military vehicle equipped to move on land and water) [n] */* AAKMRST

028  ANANDAS· ANANDA, extreme happiness [n] */* AAADNNS

029  ANIMATI ANIMATO, a musical passage played in a lively manner [n] */* AAIIMNT

030  ANODISE to anodize (to coat with a protective film by chemical means) [v ANODISED, ANODISING, 

ANODISES] */drs

ADEINOS

031  ANTHROS· ANTHRO, anthropology [n] */* AHNORST

032  APLANAT a type of reflecting or refracting surface [n APLANATS] */s AAALNPT

033  APPRESS to press close to something else [v APPRESSED, APPRESSING, APPRESSES] */* AEPPRSS

034  AQUAFIT an exercise class in water [n AQUAFITS] */s AAFIQTU

035  ARCINGS· ARCING, the curved form of an arc [n] */* ACGINRS

036  ARROCES ARROZ, rice [n] */* ACEORRS

037  ARROZES ARROZ, rice [n] */* AEORRSZ

038  ARTIGIS· ARTIGI, atigi (a type of Inuit parka) [n] */* AGIIRST

039  ARTSIES· ARTSIE, a student in an arts program [n] */t AEIRSST

040  ASHPANS· ASHPAN, a tray under a grate to catch the ashes [n] */* AAHNPSS

041  ASHRAMA· a stage of life in Hinduism [n ASHRAMAS] */s AAAHMRS

042  ASKARIS· ASKARI, a soldier or police officer of eastern Africa [n] */* AAIKRSS

043 ·ASPRAWL sprawling [adj] */* AALPRSW

044  ASTANGA ashtanga (a type of yoga (a Hindu philosophy involving physical and mental 

disciplines)) [n ASTANGAS] */s

AAAGNST

045  ATISHOO ahchoo (used to represent the sound of a sneeze) [interj] */* AHIOOST

046 ·BABACUS· BABACU, babassu (a palm tree) [n] */* AABBCSU

047  BACCALA a codfish (a marine food fish) [n BACCALAS] */s AAABCCL

048  BACCIES BACCY, tobacco (an annual herb cultivated for its leaves) [n] */* ABCCEIS

049  BACKBAR the space behind a bar with shelves for bottles [n BACKBARS] */s AABBCKR

050  BACKFAT a layer of fat between the skin and muscle in animals [n BACKFATS] */s AABCFKT

051  BACKLOT an outdoor area in a movie studio [n BACKLOTS] */s ABCKLOT

052  BADDISH BAD, something that is bad [adj] */* ABDDHIS

053  BAIDARS· BAIDAR, bidarka (an Inuit canoe) [n] */* AABDIRS

054  BALAFON a musical instrument of Africa [n BALAFONS] */s AABFLNO

055  BALINGS· BALING, the forming of something into tight bundles [n] */* ABGILNS

056  BALLBOY a boy who retrieves balls during games [n BALLBOYS] */s ABBLLOY

057  BALLIER BALLY, bloody [adj] */* ABEILLR

058  BALLSED BALLS, to make a mistake in doing something [v] */* ABDELLS
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059  BALLSES BALLS, to make a mistake in doing something [v] */* ABELLSS

060  BANDIER BANDY, curved apart at the knees [adj] */* ABDEINR

061  BANDURA a Ukrainian stringed instrument [n BANDURAS] */s AABDNRU

062  BARBOTS· BARBOT, barbotte (a large catfish (a scaleless, large-headed fish)) [n] */* ABBORST

063  BARGOON a bargain [n BARGOONS] */s ABGNOOR

064  BARMILY BARMY, full of barm; frothy [adv] */* ABILMRY

065  BASSEST· BASS, deep-sounding [adj] */* ABESSST

066  BATARDS· BATARD, a birch-bark canoe [n] */* AABDRST

067  BATATAS· BATATA, a sweet potato [n] */* AAABSTT

068  BATSHIT an offensive word [adj] */* ABHISTT

069  BATTILY in a batty manner [adv] */* ABILTTY

070  BAULKER balker (one that balks (to stop short and refuse to proceed)) [n BAULKERS] */s ABEKLRU

071  BAYSIDE the shore of a bay (an inlet of the sea) [n BAYSIDES] */s ABDEISY

072  BAYWOPS· BAYWOP, an offensive word [n] */* ABOPSWY

073  BAZZING BAZZ, to throw (as a stone) [v] */* ABGINZZ

074 ·BEAGLED· BEAGLE, to hunt with beagles (small hounds) [v] */* ABDEEGL

075  BEAGLER· one that hunts game with beagles [n BEAGLERS] */s ABEEGLR

076  BEALING a beal (an infected sore (a painful place on the body)) [n BEALINGS] */s ABEGILN

077  BEARPAW the paw of a bear [n BEARPAWS] */s AABEPRW

078  BEATBOX to sing to the rhythm of rap music [v BEATBOXED, BEATBOXING, BEATBOXES] */* ABBEOTX

079  BEAUTER BEAUT, beautiful [adj] */* ABEERTU

080  BEDHEAD an upright board at the head of a bed [n BEDHEADS] */s ABDDEEH

081  BEDREST confinement to bed [n BEDRESTS] */s BDEERST

082  BEDSOCK a sock for wear in a bed [n BEDSOCKS] */s BCDEKOS

083 ·BEERILY BEERY, affected by beer [adv] */* BEEILRY

084  BEERNUT a peanut with a sweet coating [n BEERNUTS] */s BEENRTU

085  BEHOOFS· BEHOOF, use, advantage, or benefit [n] */* BEFHOOS

086  BEIGEST· BEIGE, of a tan color [adj] */* BEEGIST

087  BEJASUS bejesus (an exclamation used as a mild oath) [n BEJASUSES] */* ABEJSSU

088  BERBERS· BERBER, a type of carpet [n] */* BBEERRS

089  BERDASH berdache (a Native American male transvestite) [n BERDASHES] */* ABDEHRS

090  BEVVIES BEVVY, an alcoholic drink [n] */* BEEISVV

091  BIFIDUM a bacterium often added to yogurt [n BIFIDA, BIFIDUMS] */s BDFIIMU

092  BIFOLDS· BIFOLD, a two-piece door [n] */* BDFILOS

093  BIGUINE beguine (a lively dance) [n BIGUINES] */s BEGIINU

094  BIJURAL pertaining to a single jurisdiction with two legal systems [adj] */* ABIJLRU

095  BIMINIS· BIMINI, a type of awning for a yacht [n] */* BIIIMNS

096  BITTILY BITTY, tiny (very small) [adv] */* BIILTTY

097  BITWISE denoting an operator in a computer program that deals with bits [adj] */* BEIISTW

098 ·BLAGGED BLAG, to rob with violence [v] */* ABDEGGL

099 ·BLAGGER one that blags (to rob with violence) [n BLAGGERS] */s ABEGGLR

100  BLAGUES· BLAGUE, pretentious nonsense [n] */* ABEGLSU

101  BLAHEST BLAH, dull, unexciting [adj] */* ABEHLST

102 ·BLAMMED BLAM, to make a loud sound like that of a gunshot [v] */* ABDELMM

103  BLANKIE a child's blanket (a piece of fabric used as a cover) [n BLANKIES] */s ABEIKLN

104  BLEARER BLEAR, dim [adj] */* ABEELRR

105  BLEWITS· a pale lilac mushroom [n BLEWITS] / BLEWIT, a blewits [n] */* BEILSTW

106  BLINGED BLING, to adopt a flamboyant appearance [v] */* BDEGILN

107 ·BLOGGED BLOG, to record personal comments on a Web site [v] */* BDEGGLO

108  BLOKIER BLOKEY, blokeish (resembling the typical behavior of a bloke) [adj] */* BEIKLOR

109  BODYMAN one who repairs auto bodies [n BODYMEN] */* ABDMNOY

110  BODYMEN BODYMAN, one who repairs auto bodies [n] */* BDEMNOY

111  BOFFINY· BOFFIN, a scientific expert [adj] */* BFFINOY

112  BOGHOLE a natural hole in the ground with a swampy bottom [n BOGHOLES] */s BEGHLOO

113  BOGLAND an area of boggy land [n BOGLANDS] */s ABDGLNO

114  BOINGED BOING, to make the sound of reverberation or vibration [v] */* BDEGINO

115  BOKKENS· BOKKEN, a wooden sword used for training [n] */* BEKKNOS

116  BOLDING BOLD, to boldface (to print in thick type) [v] */* BDGILNO
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117  BOMBORA a sea area over a ridge of rock [n BOMBORAS] */s ABBMOOR

118  BONEBED an area containing dinosaur fossils [n BONEBEDS] */s BBDEENO

119  BONNIES· BONNY, a person that one loves [n] */t BEINNOS

120  BONTBOK bontebok (an antelope (a ruminant mammal)) [n BONTBOKS] */s BBKNOOT

121  BOOKBAG a bag for carrying books [n BOOKBAGS] */s ABBGKOO

122  BOONEST BOON, intimate [adj] */* BENOOST

123  BOPPIER BOPPY, suggestive of bebop [adj] */* BEIOPPR

124  BOPPISH boppy (suggestive of bebop) [adj] */* BHIOPPS

125  BORAZON a hard form of boron nitride [n BORAZONS] */s ABNOORZ

126  BORONIA an Australian shrub [n BORONIAS] */s ABINOOR

127  BOSSEST· BOSS, first-rate, excellent [adj] */* BEOSSST

128  BOULTED BOULT, to bolt (sift) [v] */* BDELOTU

129  BOUTADE a sudden outburst [n BOUTADES] */s ABDEOTU

130  BOVVERS· BOVVER, rowdy behavior [n] */* BEORSVV

131  BOWHUNT to hunt with a bow and arrow [v BOWHUNTED, BOWHUNTING, BOWHUNTS] */s BHNOTUW

132  BOWSAWS· BOWSAW, a saw having a blade in a bow-shaped frame [n] */* ABOSSWW

133  BOWSERS· BOWSER, a truck having a tank for fuel or water [n] */* BEORSSW

134  BOWSMAN a bowman (an archer (one that shoots with a bow and arrow)) [n BOWSMEN] */* ABMNOSW

135  BOWSMEN BOWSMAN, a bowman (an archer (one that shoots with a bow and arrow)) [n] */* BEMNOSW

136  BOWWOOD a deciduous tree [n BOWWOODS] */s BDOOOWW

137  BRAHMAN· a member of the highest Hindu caste [n BRAHMANS] */s AABHMNR

138  BREGMAS· BREGMA, a junction point of the skull [n] */* ABEGMRS

139  BREKKIE breakfast [n BREKKIES] */s BEEIKKR

140  BRIDIES· BRIDIE, a pastry filled with meat and onions [n] */* BDEIIRS

141  BRILLER brill [adj] */* BEILLRR

142 ·BROASTS· BROAST, to broil and roast food [v] */* ABORSST

143  BROLGAS· BROLGA, a large Australian bird [n] */* ABGLORS

144  BRUCITE a form of magnesium hydroxide [n BRUCITES] */s BCEIRTU

145  BRUTEST· BRUTE, resembling an animal; cruel [adj] */* BERSTTU

146  BUDWOOD a branch having buds that is used for grafting [n BUDWOODS] */s BDDOOUW

147  BULGARS· BULGAR, bulgur (crushed wheat) [n] */* ABGLRSU

148  BULKERS· BULKER, a ship that carries cargo in bulk (a mass) [n] */* BEKLRSU

149  BULLEYS· BULLEY, a two-masted fishing boat [n] */* BELLSUY

150  BUMBAGS· BUMBAG, a pack that straps to the waist [n] */* ABBGMSU

151  BUMBOYS· BUMBOY, an offensive word [n] */* BBMOSUY

152  BUMWADS· BUMWAD, an offensive word [n] */* ABDMSUW

153  BUNCHER one that gathers things together [n BUNCHERS] */s BCEHNRU

154  BUNCOES BUNCO, to swindle (to take money or property from by fraudulent means) [v] */* BCENOSU

155  BUNHEAD a female ballet dancer [n BUNHEADS] */s ABDEHNU

156  BUNKIES· BUNKIE, a small separate building for guests [n] */* BEIKNSU

157  BUNYIPS· BUNYIP, a fabulous monster of swamps [n] */* BINPSUY

158  BURKHAS· BURKHA, burka (a long loose outer garment worn by some Muslim women) [n] */* ABHKRSU

159  BURPEES· BURPEE, a physical exercise [n] */* BEEPRSU

160  BUSHIES BUSHY, a person who lives in the bush (the wilderness) [n] */t BEHISSU

161  BUSHLOT a woodlot (an area restricted to the growing of forest trees) [n BUSHLOTS] */s BHLOSTU

162  BUSTEES· BUSTEE, a slum in India [n] */* BEESSTU

163  BUTTLED· BUTTLE, to serve as a butler [v] */* BDELTTU

164  BUTTLES· BUTTLE, to serve as a butler [v] */* BELSTTU

165  BUZZIER BUZZY, having a vibrating sound [adj] */* BEIRUZZ

166  CABOVER a truck having the driver's compartment over the engine [n CABOVERS] */s ABCEORV

167  CACHACA a Brazilian liquor [n CACHACAS] */s AAACCCH

168  CAFARDS· CAFARD, a state of depression [n] */* AACDFRS

169  CAGOULE a hooded waterproof garment [n CAGOULES] */s ACEGLOU

170  CAHOUNS· CAHOUN, cohune (a palm tree) [n] */* ACHNOSU

171  CAKEBOX a container for a cake (a sweet baked food) [n CAKEBOXES] */* ABCEKOX

172  CALIXES CALIX, a cup [n] */* ACEILSX

173  CALLOUT an inset in a printed article [n CALLOUTS] */s ACLLOTU

174  CALLUNA an evergreen shrub [n CALLUNAS] */s AACLLNU
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175  CALZONI CALZONE, a turnover with a savory filling [n] */* ACILNOZ

176  CAMCORD to videotape with a portable camera [v CAMCORDED, CAMCORDING, CAMCORDS] */s ACCDMOR

177  CAMWOOD an African hardwood tree [n CAMWOODS] */s ACDMOOW

178  CANINGS· CANING, punishment with a cane [n] */* ACGINNS

179  CANTHIC· CANTHUS, a corner of the eye [adj] */* ACCHINT

180  CAPEESH capisce (used to ask if one understands) [interj] */* ACEEHPS

181  CAPISCE used to ask if one understands [interj] */* ACCEIPS

182  CAPRESE a salad containing mozzarella, tomatoes, basil, and olive oil [n CAPRESES] */s ACEEPRS

183  CARDIOS· CARDIO, an exercise involving the heart and blood vessels [n] */* ACDIORS

184  CARIBOO a caribou (a large deer (a ruminant mammal)) [n CARIBOOS] */s ABCIOOR

185  CARINGS· CARING, the work of looking after someone [n] */* ACGINRS

186 ·CARTFUL a cartload (as much as a cart can hold) [n CARTFULS] */s ACFLRTU

187  CARVERY· a buffet restaurant serving roast beef [n CARVERIES] */* ACERRVY

188  CASELAW a law established by previous cases [n CASELAWS] */s AACELSW

189  CAZHEST CAZH, casual [adj] */* ACEHSTZ

190  CERESIN a hard whitish wax [n CERESINS] */s CEEINRS

191  CERVIDS· CERVID, a mammal of the deer family [n] */* CDEIRSV

192  CHAINER· a chainman [n CHAINERS] */s ACEHINR

193  CHAMBRE brought (as wine) to room temperature [adj] */* ABCEHMR

194  CHAPPAL a sandal worn in India [n CHAPPALS] */s AACHLPP

195  CHEVETS· CHEVET, the apsidal end of a church [n] */* CEEHSTV

196  CHICOTS· CHICOT, a dead tree [n] */* CCHIOST

197  CHILLAX to calm down [v CHILLAXED, CHILLAXING, CHILLAXES] */* ACHILLX

198  CHINOIS a cone-shaped sieve [n CHINOISES] */* CHIINOS

199  CHINSED· CHINSE, to fill the seams in a boat or cabin [v] */* CDEHINS

200  CHINSES· CHINSE, to fill the seams in a boat or cabin [v] */* CEHINSS

201  CHIPSET a set of integrated circuits [n CHIPSETS] */s CEHIPST

202  CHITALS· CHITAL, an Asian deer [n] */* ACHILST

203  CHOKEYS· CHOKEY, choky (a prison) [n] */* CEHKOSY

204  CHOKIES CHOKY, a prison [n] */t CEHIKOS

205  CHUCKER one that chucks (to throw (to propel through the air with a movement of the arm)) [n 

CHUCKERS] */s

CCEHKRU

206  CHUNDER to vomit (to eject the contents of the stomach through the mouth) [v CHUNDERED, 

CHUNDERING, CHUNDERS] */s

CDEHNRU

207  CHUPPOT CHUPPA, chuppah (a canopy used at a Jewish wedding) [n] / CHUPPAH, a canopy used at a 

Jewish wedding [n] / HUPPAH, chuppah (a canopy used at a Jewish wedding) [n] */*

CHOPPTU

208  CHUSING CHUSE, to choose (to take by preference) [v] */* CGHINSU

209  CIGGIES· CIGGIE, a cigarette [n] / CIGGY, ciggie (a cigarette) [n] */* CEGGIIS

210 ·CLITTER to make a thin rattling sound [v CLITTERED, CLITTERING, CLITTERS] */s CEILRTT

211  CLOTBUR a type of plant with prickly seeds [n CLOTBURS] */s BCLORTU

212  CLUCKER a chicken [n CLUCKERS] */s CCEKLRU

213 ·CLUMPER a large floating chunk of ice [n CLUMPERS] */s CELMPRU

214  CLUMPET a clumper (a large floating chunk of ice) [n CLUMPETS] */s CELMPTU

215  COADIES COADY, a sweet sauce for duff [n] */* ACDEIOS

216  COCKIES COCKY, a cockatoo (a parrot) [n] */t CCEIKOS

217  CODEXES CODEX, an ancient manuscript [n] */* CDEEOSX

218  CODINGS· CODING, the process of converting into symbols [n] */* CDGINOS

219  COKINGS· COKING, the process of converting coal into coke (a carbon fuel) [n] */* CGIKNOS

220  COLBIES COLBY, a mild, cheddary cheese [n] */* BCEILOS

221  COLTANS· COLTAN, a black ore containing columbite and tantalite [n] */* ACLNOST

222  COMFILY COMFY, comfortable [adv] */* CFILMOY

223  COMMISH· a commissioner [n COMMISHES] */* CHIMMOS

224  COMSATS· COMSAT, a trademark [n] */* ACMOSST

225  CONNORS· CONNOR, a saltwater fish [n] */* CNNOORS

226  CONURES· CONURE, a tropical American parakeet [n] */* CENORSU

227  CORELLA a small cockatoo (a parrot) [n CORELLAS] */s ACELLOR

228  CORIUMS· CORIUM, a skin layer [n] */* CIMORSU

229  CORMLET a small corm (a stem of certain plants) [n CORMLETS] */s CELMORT
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230  CORNETT· cornetto (a musical wind instrument) [n CORNETTS] */ios CENORTT

231  COROZOS· COROZO, a tropical palm tree [n] */* COOORSZ

232  COTEAUS· COTEAU, the higher ground of a region [n] */* ACEOSTU

233 ·COVINES· COVINE, covin (a conspiracy to defraud) [n] */* CEINOSV

234  COWLIKE resembling a cow [adj] */* CEIKLOW

235  COWPUNK music combining country and western styles with punk rock [n COWPUNKS] */s CKNOPUW

236  COWTOWN a town or city in a cattle-raising area [n COWTOWNS] */s CNOOTWW

237  CRACKIE a small dog of mixed breed [n CRACKIES] */rs ACCEIKR

238  CRETONS a spread of shredded pork and onions [n] */* CENORST

239  CROFTED CROFT, to farm on a small tenant farm [v] */* CDEFORT

240  CROTALE a small cymbal (a percussion instrument) [n CROTALES] */s ACELORT

241  CRUISEY· cruisy (frequented by homosexuals seeking partners) [adj CRUISIER, CRUISIEST] */* CEIRSUY

242  CSARDAS czardas (a Hungarian dance) [n CSARDASES] */* AACDRSS

243  CUBBING CUB, to give birth to the young of certain animals [v] */* BBCGINU

244  CUEISTS· CUEIST, one that uses a cue (a straight tapering rod) in billiards [n] */* CEISSTU

245  CULCHIE an offensive word [adj CULCHIER, CULCHIEST] / an offensive word [n CULCHIES] */rs CCEHILU

246  CULMINA CULMEN, the upper ridge of a bird's beak [n] */* ACILMNU

247  CULSHIE an offensive word [adj CULSHIER, CULSHIEST] / an offensive word [n CULSHIES] */rs CEHILSU

248 ·CUMMING· CUM, an offensive word [v] s/* CGIMMNU

249  CURTANA a type of English sword [n CURTANAS] */s AACNRTU

250  CYATHIA CYATHIUM, the flower head of certain plants [n] */* AACHITY

251  DAMFOOL a stupid or foolish person [n DAMFOOLS] */s ADFLMOO

252  DAMNEST damndest (utmost (the greatest degree or amount)) [n DAMNESTS] */s ADEMNST

253  DANCIER DANCEY, suitable for dancing [adj] */* ACDEINR

254  DANGEST DANG, damn [adj] */* ADEGNST

255  DANSAKS· DANSAK, dhansak (a casserole of meats and vegetables) [n] */* AADKNSS

256  DARNEST damndest (utmost (the greatest degree or amount)) [n DARNESTS] */s ADENRST

257  DATINGS· DATING, the act of one that dates [n] */* ADGINST

258  DAYPACK a bag carrying things that is strapped on one's back [n DAYPACKS] */s AACDKPY

259  DAYSAIL to sail a yacht for a day [v DAYSAILED, DAYSAILING, DAYSAILS] */s AADILSY

260  DAYWEAR clothing suitable for informal occasions [n DAYWEAR] */* AADERWY

261  DEALIGN to withdraw allegiance to a political party [v DEALIGNED, DEALIGNING, DEALIGNS] */s ADEGILN

262  DEBURRS· DEBURR, to remove rough edges from [v] */* BDERRSU

263  DEDENDA DEDENDUM, the root of a gear tooth [n] */* ADDDEEN

264  DEHAIRS· DEHAIR, to remove the hair from [v] */* ADEHIRS

265  DELINKS· DELINK, to break a connection between [v] */* DEIKLNS

266  DEMENTI· an official denial of a published statement [n DEMENTIS] */as DEEIMNT

267  DEMINER one that removes mines (explosive devices) [n DEMINERS] */s DEEIMNR

268  DEMISTS· DEMIST, to defog (to remove fog from) [v] */* DEIMSST

269  DENTARY the lower jaw in mammals [n DENTARIES] */* ADENRTY

270  DERECHO a line of intense widespread windstorms [n DERECHOS] */s CDEEHOR

271  DESCALE to remove the scales from [v DESCALED, DESCALING, DESCALES] */ds ACDEELS

272  DESEEDS· DESEED, to remove the seeds from [v] */* DDEEESS

273  DESKILL to reduce the level of skill required [v DESKILLED, DESKILLING, DESKILLS] */s DEIKLLS

274  DETUNED· DETUNE, to adjust (an instrument) so that it is no longer in tune [v] */* DDEENTU

275  DETUNES· DETUNE, to adjust (an instrument) so that it is no longer in tune [v] */* DEENSTU

276  DEXTERS· DEXTER, an animal of a breed of Irish cattle [n] */* DEERSTX

277  DHANSAK a casserole of meats and vegetables [n DHANSAKS] */s AADHKNS

278  DHOLAKS· DHOLAK, a two-headed drum [n] */* ADHKLOS

279  DHURRAS· DHURRA, durra (a cereal grain) [n] */* ADHRRSU

280  DHYANAS· DHYANA, profound meditation in Hinduism [n] */* AADHNSY

281  DIDDUMS used to express sympathy to a child [interj] */* DDDIMSU

282  DIGICAM a digital camera [n DIGICAMS] */s ACDGIIM

283  DIMMISH DIM, obscure (dark or indistinct) [adj] */* DHIIMMS

284  DININGS· DINING, the activity of eating dinner [n] */* DGIINNS
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285  DISCOES DISCO, to dance at a discotheque [v] */* CDEIOSS

286  DISKERS· DISKER, one that disks (to break up land with a type of farm implement) [n] */* DEIKRSS

287  DIVINGS· DIVING, the act or sport of plunging headfirst into water [n] */* DGIINSV

288  DJEMBES· DJEMBE, a type of African hand drum [n] */* BDEEJMS

289 ·DJIBBAH· jibba (a long coat worn by Muslim men) [n DJIBBAHS] */s ABBDHIJ

290 ·DJIBBAS· DJIBBA, jibba (a long coat worn by Muslim men) [n] */* ABBDIJS

291  DODDLES· DODDLE, an easy task [n] */* DDDELOS

292  DOGSKIN leather made from the skin of a dog [n DOGSKINS] */s DGIKNOS

293  DOGTAIL a type of grass [n DOGTAILS] */s ADGILOT

294  DOILIED covered in a doily [adj] */* DDEIILO

295  DONAIRS· DONAIR, sliced lamb rolled in pita bread [n] */* ADINORS

296  DONEGAL a type of tweed (a coarse woolen fabric) [n DONEGALS] */s ADEGLNO

297  DONGING DONG, to make a deep sound like that of a large bell [v] */* DGGINNO

298  DONSHIP the position of a don (a senior member of a British university) [n DONSHIPS] */s DHINOPS

299  DOODAHS· DOODAH, a small useful device [n] */* ADDHOOS

300  DORYMAN one that fishes from a dory [n DORYMEN] */* ADMNORY

301  DORYMEN DORYMAN, one that fishes from a dory [n] */* DEMNORY

302  DOUCEST DOUCE, sober, sedate [adj] */* CDEOSTU

303 ·DOUTING DOUT, to extinguish (as a fire) [v] */* DGINOTU

304  DOWNILY in a downy manner [adv] */* DILNOWY

305 ·DREADER DREAD, frightening [adj] */* ADDEERR

306 ·DREARER DREAR, dreary (dismal (cheerless and depressing)) [adj] */* ADEERRR

307  DROPTOP a convertible automobile [n DROPTOPS] */s DOOPPRT

308  DRUPELS· DRUPEL, drupelet (a small drupe (a fleshy fruit)) [n] */* DELPRSU

309 ·DRUTHER one's preference [n DRUTHERS] */s DEHRRTU

310  DRYSUIT a waterproof rubber suit worn by divers [n DRYSUITS] */s DIRSTUY

311  DUALISE to dualize (to make twofold) [v DUALISED, DUALISING, DUALISES] */ds ADEILSU

312  DUALLIE dually (a pickup truck with double rear wheels) [n DUALLIES] */s ADEILLU

313  DUBSTEP a type of electronic dance music [n DUBSTEPS] */s BDEPSTU

314  DUCKISH dusk [n DUCKISHES] */* CDHIKSU

315  DUDETTE a dudish female [n DUDETTES] */s DDEETTU

316  DUFFEST DUFF, worthless, useless [adj] */* DEFFSTU

317  DUFFING DUFF, to mishit a ball in golf [v] */* DFFGINU

318  DULCIAN an early type of bassoon [n DULCIANS] */as ACDILNU

319  DUPATTA a scarf or headdress worn by some Muslim women [n DUPATTAS] */s AADPTTU

320  DUPINGS· DUPING, the act of duplicating something [n] */* DGINPSU

321  DUPIONS· DUPION, a type of silk fabric [n] */* DINOPSU

322  DUPLETS· DUPLET, a set of two of one kind [n] */* DELPSTU

323  DUYKERS· DUYKER, duiker (a small antelope (a ruminant mammal)) [n] */* DEKRSUY

324  EARHOLE the external opening of the ear [n EARHOLES] */s AEEHLOR

325  ECHAPPE moving from a closed to an open position of the feet in ballet [adj] */* ACEEHPP

326 ·ECLOSED· ECLOSE, to emerge as a larva from an egg [v] */* CDEELOS

327 ·ECLOSES· ECLOSE, to emerge as a larva from an egg [v] */* CEELOSS

328  ECOGIFT a donation of land to a government for ecological purposes [n ECOGIFTS] */s CEFGIOT

329  ECORCHE an anatomical figure with the skin removed to show the musculature [n ECORCHES] */s CCEEHOR

330  ECOZONE a regional ecosystem [n ECOZONES] */s CEENOOZ

331  ECUMENE an inhabited area [n ECUMENES] */s CEEEMNU

332  EDAMAME green soybeans in a pod [n EDAMAMES] */s AADEEMM

333  EENSIER EENSY, tiny (very small) [adj] tw/* EEEINRS

334  EGGIEST EGGY, tasting or smelling of egg [adj] l/* EEGGIST

335  EGOTIZE to talk and think about oneself excessively [v EGOTIZED, EGOTIZING, EGOTIZES] */ds EEGIOTZ

336  ELDESTS· ELDEST, the oldest one of three or more [n] */* DEELSST

337  ELMWOOD the wood of an elm [n ELMWOODS] */s DELMOOW

338  EMOCORE emo (a style of rock music with emotional lyrics) [n EMOCORES] */s CEEMOOR

339  ENDCAPS· ENDCAP, a display of products at the end of an aisle in a store [n] */* ACDENPS

340  ENJAMBS· ENJAMB, to continue a sentence from one line of a poem to the next [v] */* ABEJMNS
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341  ENSUITE a room (as a bathroom) adjoining another room [n ENSUITES] */s EEINSTU

342 ·EPATERS· EPATER, to shock complacent people [v] */* AEEPRST

343  ESPOIRS· ESPOIR, a category of wrestlers [n] */* EIOPRSS

344  ETHANAL a volatile liquid compound [n ETHANALS] m/s AAEHLNT

345 ·ETRIERS· ETRIER, a short rope ladder [n] */* EEIRRST

346  EUREKAS· EUREKA, a fortunate discovery [n] */* AEEKRSU

347 ·EVENTER a horse or rider competing in eventing [n EVENTERS] */s EEENRTV

348  EXEDRAS· EXEDRA, a curved outdoor bench [n] */* ADEERSX

349  EXTROPY the prediction that human intelligence will enable life to expand throughout the 

universe [n EXTROPIES] */*

EOPRTXY

350  FACEOFF the action that starts a hockey game [n FACEOFFS] */s ACEFFFO

351  FACTICE a rubber-like material [n FACTICES] */s ACCEFIT

352  FACTUMS· FACTUM, a statement of the facts of a case being appealed [n] */* ACFMSTU

353  FAFFING FAFF, to make a fuss [v] */* AFFFGIN

354 ·FAIRIER FAIRY, pertaining to or resembling a fairy [adj] */* AEFIIRR

355  FANBOYS· FANBOY, a male who is an enthusiastic devotee of something [n] */* ABFNOSY

356  FANGIRL a female who is an enthusiastic devotee of something [n FANGIRLS] */s AFGILNR

357  FAUNIST a specialist on faunas [n FAUNISTS] */s AFINSTU

358  FAXABLE FAX, to transmit and reproduce by electronic means [adj] */* AABEFLX

359  FELTIER FELTY, resembling a cloth made from wool [adj] */* EEFILRT

360  FENINGS· FENING, a monetary unit of Bosnia and Herzegovina [n] */* EFGINNS

361  FENNING a monetary unit of Bosnia and Herzegovina [n] */* EFGINNN

362  FETTLER· one who fettles [n FETTLERS] */s EEFLRTT

363  FIGTREE a tree that bears figs (soft, sweet dark fruits) [n FIGTREES] */s EEFGIRT

364  FINESTS· FINEST, the police of a specified city [n] */* EFINSST

365  FINNANS· FINNAN, smoked haddock [n] */* AFINNNS

366  FIREPIT a depression dug in the ground in which a fire is made [n FIREPITS] */s EFIIPRT

367  FIZZILY FIZZY, fizzing [adv] */* FIILYZZ

368  FLATTIE a flat-heeled shoe [n FLATTIES] */s AEFILTT

369  FLOREAT to express a desire that someone may flourish [v FLOREATS, FLOREATED, FLOREATING] */s AEFLORT

370  FLOTELS· FLOTEL, floatel (a houseboat used as a hotel) [n] */* EFLLOST

371  FLYLINE a type of line used in fly fishing [n FLYLINES] */s EFILLNY

372  FOGYDOM all the fogies [n FOGYDOMS] */s DFGMOOY

373  FOILIST one who fences with a foil (a sword without cutting edges) [n FOILISTS] */s FIILOST

374  FOODERY a restaurant [n FOODERIES] */* DEFOORY

375  FOOTBED an insole in a boot or shoe [n FOOTBEDS] */s BDEFOOT

376  FOREXES FOREX, a foreign exchange [n] */* EEFORSX

377 ·FRACKED FRACK, to engage in fracking [v] */* ACDEFKR

378  FRANKUM the hardened resin of a spruce tree [n FRANKUMS] */s AFKMNRU

379  FREEGAN an activist who scavenges for free food to reduce consumption of resources [n FREEGANS] 

*/s

AEEFGNR

380  FRENEMY one who pretends to be a friend but is actually an enemy [n FRENEMIES] */* EEFMNRY

381  FRICOTS· FRICOT, a stew with potatoes and meat or fish [n] */* CFIORST

382  FROSHES FROSH, a freshman (a first-year student at a high school, university, or college) [n] 

*/*

EFHORSS

383  FUCKWIT an offensive word [n FUCKWITS] */s CFIKTUW

384  FUDGIER FUDGY, resembling fudge (a soft, sweet candy) [adj] */* DEFGIRU

385  FUNSTER one that makes fun; a comedian [n FUNSTERS] */s EFNRSTU

386  FURBALL a ball of fur regurgitated by a cat [n FURBALLS] */s ABFLLRU

387  GACHERS· GACHER, gatcher (one that gatches (to behave boastfully)) [n] */* ACEGHRS

388 ·GACHING GACH, to gatch (to behave boastfully) [v] */* ACGGHIN

389 ·GANGLED· GANGLE, to move awkwardly [v] */* ADEGGLN

390 ·GANGLES· GANGLE, to move awkwardly [v] */* AEGGLNS

391  GATCHED GATCH, to behave boastfully [v] */* ACDEGHT

392  GATCHER one that gatches (to behave boastfully) [n GATCHERS] */s ACEGHRT

393  GATCHES GATCH, to behave boastfully [v] */* ACEGHST

394  GATELEG a table with extensions supported by movable legs [n GATELEGS] */s AEEGGLT

395  GAUCHED· GAUCH, to gatch (to behave boastfully) [v] */* ACDEGHU
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396  GAUCHES· GAUCH, to gatch (to behave boastfully) [v] */t ACEGHSU

397  GAWMOGE a clownish person [n GAWMOGES] */s AEGGMOW

398  GEEKISH geeky (socially awkward or unappealing) [adj] */* EEGHIKS

399  GELCOAT a surface layer of polyester resin [n GELCOATS] */s ACEGLOT

400  GELLIES GELLY, gelignite (a high explosive) [n] */* EEGILLS

401  GENISTA a shrub with yellow flowers [n GENISTAS] */s AEGINST

402  GENLOCK to use a device designed to synchronize video signals [v GENLOCKS, GENLOCKED, 

GENLOCKING] */s

CEGKLNO

403  GENNING GEN, to provide or obtain information [v] */* EGGINNN

404  GETOUTS· GETOUT, an excuse to avoid doing something [n] */* EGOSTTU

405  GHAZALS· GHAZAL, an amatory lyric poem [n] */* AAGHLSZ

406  GHERAOS· gherao [n] */* AEGHORS

407 ·GINCHES GINCH, gotch (underpants) [n] */* CEGHINS

408 ·GITCHES GITCH, gotch (underpants) [n] */* CEGHIST

409 ·GLAMMED GLAM, to make oneself look alluringly attractive [v] */* ADEGLMM

410  GLAMMER GLAM, characterized by extravagant glamor [adj] */* AEGLMMR

411  GLIOSES GLIOSIS, pathological proliferation of glial cells [n] */* EGILOSS

412  GLIOSIS pathological proliferation of glial cells [n GLIOSES] */* GIILOSS

413  GLISSES· GLISSE, a dance step [n] */* EGILSSS

414 ·GOATIER GOATY, suggestive of a goat [adj] */* AEGIORT

415  GODWARD toward God [adv] */s ADDGORW

416  GOITRED· GOITRE, goiter (an enlargement of the thyroid gland) [adj] */* DEGIORT

417  GONCHES GONCH, gaunch (underpants) [n] */* CEGHNOS

418  GOOGLED· GOOGLE, to use an Internet search engine [v] */* DEGGLOO

419  GOOGLES· GOOGLE, to use an Internet search engine [v] */* EGGLOOS

420  GOOLIES· GOOLIE, an offensive word [n] / GOOLY, an offensive word [n] */* EGILOOS

421  GOONDAS· GOONDA, a hired thug [n] */* ADGNOOS

422  GOONERY thuggish behavior [n GOONERIES] */* EGNOORY

423  GOTCHES GOTCH, underpants [n] */* CEGHOST

424  GOYISHE· an offensive word [adj] */* EGHIOSY

425  GRAPLES· GRAPLE, a small anchor [n] */* AEGLPRS

426  GROVIER GROVY, resembling or suggestive of a grove [adj] */* EGIORRV

427  GUBBINS a trivial object [n GUBBINSES] */* BBGINSU

428  GUILTED GUILT, to cause (someone) to feel guilty [v] */* DEGILTU

429  GUINEPS· GUINEP, genip (a tropical tree) [n] */* EGINPSU

430  GULLERY a place where gulls (web-footed seabirds) breed [n GULLERIES] */* EGLLRUY

431  GUMMILY in a toothless manner [adv] */* GILMMUY

432  GUNGIER GUNGY, gunky (filthy, sticky, or greasy) [adj] */* EGGINRU

433  GUNGING GUNGE, to obstruct with gunky material [v] */* GGGINNU

434  GUNKING GUNK, to cause something to be gunky [v] */* GGIKNNU

435  GUNNERA· a plant with large leaves [n GUNNERAS] */s AEGNNRU

436  GUNPORT an opening in a ship or airplane for a gun [n GUNPORTS] */s GNOPRTU

437  GUNTERS· GUNTER, a type of sail [n] */* EGNRSTU

438  GURDIES GURDY, a winch on a fishing boat [n] */* DEGIRSU

439  GUTFULS· GUTFUL, an excessive amount [n] */* FGLSTUU

440  GYMSLIP a sleeveless tunic often worn by schoolgirls [n GYMSLIPS] */s GILMPSY

441  HACKERY· dull, unoriginal writing [n HACKERIES] */* ACEHKRY

442 ·HAIRILY in a hairy manner [adv] */* AHIILRY

443  HALFWIT a foolish or stupid person [n HALFWITS] */s AFHILTW

444  HALIERS· HALIER, a former monetary unit of Slovakia [n] */* AEHILRS

445  HALLALS· HALLAL, to halal (to slaughter an animal according to Muslim law) [v] */* AAHLLLS

446  HAMATSA a dance inspired by the spirit of a man-eating monster [n HAMATSAS] */s AAAHMST

447  HAMFATS· HAMFAT, an amateurish performer [n] */* AAFHMST

448  HARDISH somewhat hard [adj] */* ADHHIRS

449  HASHTAG a word or phrase preceded by the symbol # that categorizes the accompanying text [n 

HASHTAGS] */s

AAGHHST

450  HAULOUT the action of hauling a boat out of water [n HAULOUTS] */s AHLOTUU

451  HAUTEST HAUTE, high-class [adj] */* AEHSTTU

452  HECKUVA heck of a [adj] */* ACEHKUV
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453  HECTICS· HECTIC, a fever accompanied by flushed cheeks [n] */* CCEHIST

454  HEDARIM HEDER, a Jewish school [n] c/* ADEHIMR

455  HELISKI to ski downhill on mountains reached by helicopter [v HELISKIED, HELISKIING, HELISKIS] 

*/s

EHIIKLS

456  HICCUPY· having hiccups (spasmodic inhalations) [adj HICCUPIER, HICCUPIEST] */* CCHIPUY

457  HICKEST HICK, characteristic of rural people [adj] t/* CEHIKST

458  HOGGERY· a pigpen (a place where pigs are kept) [n HOGGERIES] */* EGGHORY

459  HOISINS· HOISIN, a spicy brown sauce [n] */* HIINOSS

460  HOMININ a hominid of a tribe that includes recent humans and extinct related forms [n HOMININS] 

*/es

HIIMNNO

461  HORKING HORK, to spit (to impale on a spit (a pointed rod on which meat is turned)) [v] */* GHIKNOR

462  HORNDOG a sexually aggressive man [n HORNDOGS] */s DGHNOOR

463  HORSIES· HORSIE, a child's name for a horse [n] */t EHIORSS

464  HOTPOTS· HOTPOT, a casserole of meat and vegetables [n] */* HOOPSTT

465  HOUMMOS hummus (a paste of pureed chickpeas and tahini) [n HOUMMOSES] */* HMMOOSU

466  HOUNGAN a voodoo priest [n HOUNGANS] */s AGHNNOU

467  HOUSIER HOUSEY, being in the style of house music [adj] */* EHIORSU

468  HRYVNYA hryvnia (a monetary unit of Ukraine) [n HRYVNYAS] */s AHNRVYY

469  HUBLESS lacking a hub [adj] */* BEHLSSU

470  HUGGIER HUGGY, involving or given to hugging [adj] */* EGGHIRU

471  HUMINTS· HUMINT, secret intelligence-gathering by agents [n] */* HIMNSTU

472  HUMPIES HUMPY, a primitive hut in Australia [n] */t EHIMPSU

473  HYPERER HYPER, hyperactive [adj] */* EEHPRRY

474  HYPOIDS· HYPOID, a type of toothed wheel [n] */* DHIOPSY

475  ICEFISH to fish through holes in the ice on a lake or river [v ICEFISHED, ICEFISHING, 

ICEFISHES] */*

CEFHIIS

476  ICEWINE sweet wine made from grapes frozen on the vine [n ICEWINES] */s CEEIINW

477  ICEWORM a small worm found in glaciers [n ICEWORMS] */s CEIMORW

478  IMMUNER· IMMUNE, protected from a disease [adj] */* EIMMNRU

479  INAPTER INAPT, not apt [adj] */* AEINPRT

480  INBOXES INBOX, a window in which electronic mail is displayed [n] */* BEINOSX

481  INDEEDY· used to emphasize an affirmative [interj] */* DDEEINY

482  INDUNAS· INDUNA, a tribal overseer in Africa [n] */* ADINNSU

483  INEPTER INEPT, not suitable [adj] */* EEINPRT

484  INFEEDS· INFEED, the action of supplying material to a machine [n] */* DEEFINS

485  INFILLS· INFILL, to fill in (a hole) [v] */* FIILLNS

486  INFULAE· INFULA, either of the two ribbons on a bishop's miter [n] */* AEFILNU

487  INJERAS· INJERA, a type of Ethiopian bread [n] */* AEIJNRS

488  INKJETS· INKJET, a printer that spurts ink to form letters [n] */* EIJKNST

489  INSULAE· INSULA, a region of the brain [n] */* AEILNSU

490  INUKSUK an inukshuk (a figure of a human made of stones) [n INUKSUKS or INUKSUIT] */s IKKNSUU

491  IONISER· ionizer (one that ionizes (to convert into ions)) [n IONISERS] l/s EIINORS

492  IRONIER IRONY, resembling iron [adj] */* EIINORR

493  IRONISE to ironize (to mix with nutritional iron) [v IRONISED, IRONISING, IRONISES] */ds EIINORS

494  IVORIED IVORY, a hard white substance found in elephant tusks [adj] */* DEIIORV

495  IVORIER IVORY, resembling ivory in color [adj] */* EIIORRV

496  JANNEYS· JANNEY, to janny (to act as a disguised merrymaker at Christmas) [v] */* AEJNNSY

497  JANNIED JANNY, to act as a disguised merrymaker at Christmas [v] */* ADEIJNN

498  JANNIES JANNY, to act as a disguised merrymaker at Christmas [v] */* AEIJNNS

499  JEEZELY jeezly (used as an intensifier) [adj] */* EEEJLYZ

500  JEHADIS· JEHADI, jihadi (a Muslim who participates in a jihad) [n] */t ADEHIJS

501  JETPACK a backpack with jets to transport the wearer [n JETPACKS] */s ACEJKPT

502  JIBBAHS· JIBBAH, jibba (a long coat worn by Muslim men) [n] d/* ABBHIJS

503  JIHADIS· JIHADI, a Muslim who participates in a jihad [n] */t ADHIIJS

504  JIMSONS· JIMSON, a tall poisonous weed [n] */* IJMNOSS

505  JOBBIES· JOBBIE, an example of its type [n] */* BBEIJOS

506  JOCKDOM the world of athletes [n JOCKDOMS] */s CDJKMOO
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507  JOCKIER JOCKY, resembling an athlete (one skilled in feats of physical strength and agility) 

[adj] */*

CEIJKOR

508  JOCKISH characteristic of an athlete [adj] */* CHIJKOS

509  JOCOSER· JOCOSE, humorous (funny; witty) [adj] */* CEJOORS

510  JOGTROT to move at a slow, regular pace [v JOGTROTTED, JOGTROTTING, JOGTROTS] */s GJOORTT

511  JOYPADS· JOYPAD, a device with buttons to control computer images [n] */* ADJOPSY

512  JUDDERY· vibrating [adj JUDDERIER, JUDDERIEST] */* DDEJRUY

513  JUMARED JUMAR, to climb with ropes using a type of clamp [v] */* ADEJMRU

514  JUMBIES· JUMBIE, a spirit of a dead person [n] */* BEIJMSU

515  KABADDI a tackling sport of South Asia played by two teams [n KABADDIS] */s AABDDIK

516  KABOCHA a type of Japanese pumpkin or squash [n KABOCHAS] */s AABCHKO

517  KABOOMS· KABOOM, the sound of a loud explosion [n] */* ABKMOOS

518  KAIZENS· KAIZEN, a Japanese business practice of continuous improvement [n] */* AEIKNSZ

519  KAKIVAK a fish spear used by the Inuits [n KAKIVAKS] */s AAIKKKV

520  KAMOTIK komatik (an Inuit sledge) [n KAMOTIKS] */s AIKKMOT

521  KAMOTIQ komatik (an Inuit sledge) [n KAMOTIQS] */s AIKMOQT

522  KAPEYKA a monetary unit of Belarus [n KAPEEK] */* AAEKKPY

523  KARAHIS· KARAHI, a small frying pan used in India [n] */* AAHIKRS

524  KATANAS· KATANA, a Japanese single-edged sword [n] */* AAAKNST

525  KATHUMP a loud thudding sound [n KATHUMPS] */s AHKMPTU

526  KATSINA kachina (an ancestral spirit) [n KATSINAM or KATSINAS] */ms AAIKNST

527  KEMPIER KEMPY, having coarse hair or fibers [adj] */* EEIKMPR

528  KERMODE a type of black bear [n KERMODES] */s DEEKMOR

529  KETAINE being in poor taste [adj] */* AEEIKNT

530  KIBITKA a type of Russian sled or wagon [n KIBITKAS] */s ABIIKKT

531  KIDLITS· KIDLIT, literature for children [n] */* DIIKLST

532  KIKUYUS· KIKUYU, a type of grass [n] */* IKKSUUY

533  KIPPAHS· KIPPAH, kippa (a yarmulke (a skullcap worn by Jewish males)) [n] */* AHIKPPS

534  KIRPANS· KIRPAN, a dagger carried by Sikhs [n] */* AIKNPRS

535  KISSIER KISSY, inclined to kiss [adj] */* EIIKRSS

536  KITINGS· KITING, the act of flying a kite [n] */* GIIKNST

537  KNAIDEL a type of dumpling (a ball of dough cooked with stew or soup) [n KNAIDLACH or KNAIDELS] 

*/s

ADEIKLN

538  KNEIDEL knaidel (a type of dumpling (a ball of dough cooked with stew or soup)) [n KNEIDLACH or 

KNEIDELS] */s

DEEIKLN

539  KOCHIAS· KOCHIA, a Eurasian plant [n] */* ACHIKOS

540  KONGONI an African antelope [n KONGONI] */* GIKNNOO

541  KOOKILY KOOKY, eccentric [adv] */* IKKLOOY

542  KOOKUMS· KOOKUM, kokum (an East Indian tree) [n] s/* KKMOOSU

543  KUBASAS· KUBASA, a Ukrainian sausage [n] */* AABKSSU

544  KUDLIKS· KUDLIK, an Inuit oil lamp [n] */* DIKKLSU

545  KUDOSES KUDOS, KUDO, award; honor [n] */* DEKOSSU

546  KUMISES KUMIS, koumiss (a beverage made from camel's milk) [n] */* EIKMSSU

547  KUMKUMS· KUMKUM, a red powder used by Hindu women [n] */* KKMMSUU

548  KYLIXES KYLIX, a drinking vessel [n] */* EIKLSXY

549  LADDIER· LADDY, laddish in behavior [adj] */* ADDEILR

550  LADDISM boisterous macho behavior by lads [n LADDISMS] */s ADDILMS

551  LAIRAGE a place where cattle are housed at markets [n LAIRAGES] */s AAEGILR

552 ·LAIRIER LAIRY, unpleasantly loud [adj] g/* AEIILRR

553  LAMPLIT lighted by a lamp [adj] */* AILLMPT

554  LANCHED LANCH, to haul a boat over ice [v] b/* ACDEHLN

555  LANCHES LANCH, to haul a boat over ice [v] bp/* ACEHLNS

556  LANGUED· having the tongue of a specified color [adj] */* ADEGLNU

557  LARIGAN a leather boot [n LARIGANS] */s AAGILNR

558  LARNING LARN, to learn (to gain knowledge by experience, instruction, or study) [v] */* AGILNNR

559  LASERED LASER, to treat with a laser (a device that amplifies light waves) [v] */* ADEELRS

560  LATTERS· LATTER, the second mentioned person or thing of two [n] bcfp/* AELRSTT

561 ·LAWNING LAWN [v] */* AGILNNW

562  LEGGIES LEGGY [n] */t EEGGILS
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563  LEGHOLD a trap that catches an animal by its leg [n LEGHOLDS] */s DEGHLLO

564  LETOUTS· LETOUT, something that makes it possible to avoid doing something [n] */* ELOSTTU

565  LEUCONS· LEUCON, a sponge of complex structure [n] */* CELNOSU

566  LEXISES LEXIS, the vocabulary of a language, a group, or a subject field [n] */* EEILSSX

567  LIASSIC of or pertaining to a certain geologic time period [adj] */* ACIILSS

568  LIATRIS an herb with tubular flowers [n LIATRISES] */* AIILRST

569  LIKABLY LIKABLE, pleasant (pleasing) [adv] */* ABIKLLY

570  LIMBOED LIMBO, to perform a West Indian dance [v] */* BDEILMO

571  LIMBOES limbo [n] */* BEILMOS

572  LINCTUS a syrupy medicine [n LINCTUSES] */* CILNSTU

573  LINDIED LINDY, to perform a fast, lively dance [v] */* DDEIILN

574  LINHAYS· LINHAY, linny (a row of rooms across the back of a house) [n] */* AHILNSY

575  LINNEYS· LINNEY, linny (a row of rooms across the back of a house) [n] */* EILNNSY

576  LINNIES LINNY, a row of rooms across the back of a house [n] */* EIILNNS

577  LIQUIDY· LIQUID, a substance that flows freely [adj] / LIQUID, a substance that flows freely 

[adj LIQUIDIER, LIQUIDIEST] */*

DIILQUY

578  LISTBOX a box on a computer screen that contains a list of options [n LISTBOXES] */* BILOSTX

579  LITHOES LITHO, to make prints by lithography [v] */* EHILOST

580  LIVEYER livyer (a permanent resident of Newfoundland) [n LIVEYERS] */s EEILRVY

581  LOANEES· LOANEE, one that receives a loan [n] */* AEELNOS

582  LOBTAIL (of a whale) to slap its tail against the surface of the water [v LOBTAILED, 

LOBTAILING, LOBTAILS] */s

ABILLOT

583  LOCHIAS· LOCHIA, a vaginal discharge following childbirth [n] */* ACHILOS

584  LOESSIC LOESS, a soil deposit [adj] */* CEILOSS

585  LOGOFFS· LOGOFF, a logout (the act of ending a connection with a computer system) [n] */* FFGLOOS

586  LOGOUTS· LOGOUT, the act of ending a connection with a computer system [n] */* GLOOSTU

587  LOIASES LOIASIS, a tropical disease caused by eye worms [n] */* AEILOSS

588  LOIASIS a tropical disease caused by eye worms [n LOIASES, LOIASISES] */* AIILOSS

589  LOOKITS· LOOKIT, to look at [v] */* IKLOOST

590  LOPPETS· LOPPET, a long-distance cross-country ski race [n] */* ELOPPST

591  LORICAS· LORICA, a protective covering or shell [n] */* ACILORS

592  LORNEST LORN, abandoned [adj] */* ELNORST

593  LOUNGEY· loungy (suitable for lounging) [adj] */* EGLNOUY

594  LOVIEST LOVEY, fondly affectionate [adj] */* EILOSTV

595  LOVINGS· LOVING, the act of expressing love [n] */* GILNOSV

596  LOWBUSH a bush with sweet blueberries [n LOWBUSHES] */* BHLOSUW

597  LOWPASS being a type of filter [adj] */* ALOPSSW

598  LUCIDER LUCID, easily understood [adj] */* CDEILRU

599  LUMPIAS· LUMPIA, an Indonesian spring roll [n] */* AILMPSU

600  LUNATES· LUNATE [n] */* AELNSTU

601  LUVVIES· LUVVIE, lovey (a sweetheart) [n] / LUVVY, lovey (a sweetheart) [n] */* EILSUVV

602  LUVVING LUV, to love (to feel great affection for) [v] */* GILNUVV

603  LYTHRUM a flowering plant [n LYTHRUMS] */s HLMRTUY

604  MACHACA a Mexican dish featuring shredded meat fried with vegetables [n MACHACAS] */s AAACCHM

605  MACHERS· MACHER, a person known for getting things done [n] */* ACEHMRS

606  MAHANTS· MAHANT, a chief Hindu priest [n] */* AAHMNST

607  MAIDANS· MAIDAN, an open space in or near a town [n] */* AADIMNS

608  MALWARE software designed to disable computers [n MALWARES] */s AAELMRW

609  MAMASAN a Japanese woman in a position of authority [n MAMASANS] */s AAAMMNS

610  MAMILLA mammilla (a nipple (a protuberance on the breast)) [n MAMILLAE] */e AAILLMM

611  MANDORA a stringed musical instrument [n MANDORAS] */s AADMNOR

612  MANKIER MANKY, inferior, defective [adj] */* AEIKMNR

613  MANUKAS· MANUKA, a small tree of New Zealand [n] */* AAKMNSU

614  MAPLESS· lacking a map [adj] */* AELMPSS

615  MARCONI a two-way radio [n MARCONIS] */s ACIMNOR

616  MARGATE a tropical fish [n MARGATES] */s AAEGMRT

617  MARSHED MARSH, a tract of low, wet land [adj] */* ADEHMRS

618  MATRICS· MATRIC, matriculation (admission into a university) [n] */* ACIMRST
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619  MAUSIER MAUSY, mauzy (foggy, misty) [adj] */* AEIMRSU

620  MAUZIER MAUZY, foggy, misty [adj] */* AEIMRUZ

621  MEAGRER· MEAGRE, meager (deficient in quantity or quality) [adj] */* AEEGMRR

622  MECHOUI a meal of meat roasted on a spit [n MECHOUIS] */s CEHIMOU

623  MEDRESE madrassa (a Muslim school) [n MEDRESES] */s DEEEMRS

624  MELAENA melena (a condition marked by black tarry stool) [n MELAENAS] */s AAEELMN

625 ·MEMETIC MEME, an idea or practice that spreads from person to person [adj] */s CEEIMMT

626  MERCADO a market [n MERCADOS] */s ACDEMOR

627  MERGUEZ a spicy beef and lamb sausage [n MERGUEZ] */* EEGMRUZ

628  MERONYM a term for a part of something that is used to denote the whole of it [n MERONYMS] */sy EMMNORY

629  MICKIES MICKY, mickey (a drugged drink) [n] */* CEIIKMS

630  MILDISH MILD, not harsh or rough [adj] */* DHIILMS

631  MILINGS· MILING, the activity of running in a one-mile race [n] */* GIILMNS

632  MIMULUS a flowering plant [n MIMULUSES] */* ILMMSUU

633  MINBARS· MINBAR, a Muslim pulpit [n] */* ABIMNRS

634  MINGILY MINGY, mean and stingy [adv] */* GIILMNY

635  MISKEYS· MISKEY, to key into a machine incorrectly [v] */* EIKMSSY

636  MIXDOWN the process of combining soundtracks to make a recording [n MIXDOWNS] */s DIMNOWX

637  MIXTAPE a compilation of songs recorded from various sources [n MIXTAPES] */s AEIMPTX

638  MOBLOGS· MOBLOG, a weblog with data posted from a cell phone [n] */* BGLMOOS

639  MOJITOS· MOJITO, a cocktail made of rum, sugar, mint, and lime juice [n] */* IJMOOST

640  MOKSHAS· MOKSHA, the final release of the soul from reincarnations in Hinduism [n] */* AHKMOSS

641  MONILIA a type of parasitic fungus [n MONILIAE] */e AIILMNO

642  MONOSKI a single broad ski for both feet [n MONOSKIS] */s IKMNOOS

643  MONTIES MONTY, the full amount expected or possible [n] */* EIMNOST

644  MOONDOG a bright spot in the sky formed by moonlight [n MOONDOGS] */s DGMNOOO

645  MOPHEAD a person with thick shaggy hair [n MOPHEADS] */s ADEHMOP

646  MOPPIER MOPPY, resembling a mop [adj] */* EIMOPPR

647  MOREISH so good that you want to have more [adj] */* EHIMORS

648  MORNAYS· MORNAY, a cheese-flavored white sauce [n] */* AMNORSY

649  MOSCATO a sweet dessert wine [n MOSCATOS] */s ACMOOST

650  MOSELLE a medium-dry white wine [n MOSELLES] */s EELLMOS

651  MOVANTS· MOVANT, a person who applies to a court for a favorable ruling [n] */* AMNOSTV

652  MUCKLER· MUCKLE, much, great [adj] */* CEKLMRU

653  MUDBANK a sloping area of mud alongside a body of water [n MUDBANKS] */s ABDKMNU

654  MUDPIES· MUDPIE, a small mass of mud formed into a pie shape [n] */* DEIMPSU

655  MUGSHOT a photograph of a person's face for official records [n MUGSHOTS] */s GHMOSTU

656  MUKHTAR the head of the government of a town in Arabic countries [n MUKHTARS] */s AHKMRTU

657  MUMPISH sullen (showing a brooding ill humor or resentment) [adj] */* HIMMPSU

658  MUMSIER MUMSY, maternal (pertaining to or characteristic of a mother) [adj] */* EIMMRSU

659  MUMSIES MUMSY, a mother [n] */t EIMMSSU

660  MUNCHIE a small amount of food eaten between meals [n MUNCHIES] */rs CEHIMNU

661  MURAGES· MURAGE, a tax levied for repairing the walls of a town [n] */* AEGMRSU

662  MUSHRAT muskrat (an aquatic rodent) [n MUSHRATS] */s AHMRSTU

663  MUTATOR one that causes a change in form [n MUTATORS] */s AMORTTU

664  MYLODON an extinct giant sloth [n MYLODONS] */s DLMNOOY

665  MYOMERE part of a vertebrate embryo [n MYOMERES] */s EEMMORY

666  NAFFEST NAFF, lacking taste or style [adj] */* AEFFNST

667  NAGWARE software that is at first free but often reminds the user to pay for it [n NAGWARES] 

*/s

AAEGNRW

668  NANCIER NANCY, an offensive word [adj] */* ACEINNR

669  NANNIED· NANNY, to be overprotective toward [v] */* ADEINNN

670  NANOBOT a very small self-propelled machine [n NANOBOTS] */s ABNNOOT

671  NARDOOS· NARDOO, a clover-like plant [n] */* ADNOORS

672  NARKIER NARKY, irritable [adj] s/* AEIKNRR

673  NAVARIN lamb stew with vegetables [n NAVARINS] */s AAINNRV

674  NEARISH NEAR, situated within a short distance [adj] */* AEHINRS

675  NECKLET a close-fitting ornament worn around the neck [n NECKLETS] */s CEEKLNT
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676  NEMESIA a flowering African plant [n NEMESIAS] */s AEEIMNS

677  NESTFUL as much as a nest can hold [n NESTFULS] */s EFLNSTU

678  NETBALL a team game similar to basketball [n NETBALLS] */s ABELLNT

679  NETBOOK a small portable computer [n NETBOOKS] */s BEKNOOT

680  NETFULS· NETFUL, as much as a net can hold [n] */* EFLNSTU

681  NETSURF to browse the Internet for information [v NETSURFED, NETSURFING, NETSURFS] */s EFNRSTU

682  NIAGARA an outpouring or deluge [n NIAGARAS] */s AAAGINR

683  NIBLETS· NIBLET, a small piece of food [n] */* BEILNST

684 ·NIFFIER NIFFY, stinky (emitting a foul odor) [adj] s/* EFFIINR

685  NIFFING NIFF, to stink (to emit a foul odor) [v] s/* FFGIINN

686  NIQAABS· NIQAAB, niqab (a veil worn by some Muslim women) [n] */* AABINQS

687  NOCEBOS· NOCEBO, a harmless substance that induces harmful effects in patients having negative 

expectations [n] */*

BCENOOS

688  NONANES· NONANE, a colorless liquid hydrocarbon [n] */* AENNNOS

689  NOONERS· NOONER, an event that occurs during the middle of the day [n] */* ENNOORS

690  NORTENA a style of folk music of northern Mexico and Texas [n NORTENAS] */s AENNORT

691  NORTENO an inhabitant of northern Mexico [n NORTENOS] */s ENNOORT

692  NOTATOR one that notates (to put into notation) [n NOTATORS] */s ANOORTT

693  NOTELET a small sheet of paper for an informal letter [n NOTELETS] */s EELNOTT

694  NOVATED· NOVATE, to replace an old contract with a new one [v] */* ADENOTV

695  NOVATES· NOVATE, to replace an old contract with a new one [v] */* AENOSTV

696  NUMDAHS· NUMDAH, an embroidered rug of India [n] */* ADHMNSU

697  NUMMIER NUMMY, delicious [adj] */* EIMMNRU

698  NUMNAHS· NUMNAH, a pad placed under a saddle [n] */* AHMNNSU

699  NUNCHUK nunchaku (a Japanese weapon) [n NUNCHUKS] */s CHKNNUU

700  NUTBARS· NUTBAR, a bar made from chopped nuts [n] */* ABNRSTU

701  NYLONED NYLON, a synthetic material [adj] */* DELNNOY

702  NYMPHED NYMPH, to fish using a fly (a hook with silk or feathers) that looks like a larva [v] 

*/*

DEHMNPY

703  OATIEST OATY, tasting or smelling of oats [adj] g/* AEIOSTT

704  OCHREAS· OCHREA, ocrea (a sheathing plant part) [n] */* ACEHORS

705  ODONATA insects of an order of predacious insects [n] */* AADNOOT

706  OFFEREE one to whom an offer is made [n OFFEREES] */s EEEFFOR

707  OMERTAS· OMERTA, a code of silence about criminal activity [n] */* AEMORST

708  ONLIEST only [adj] */* EILNOST

709  ONOMAST a person who studies proper names [n ONOMASTS] */s AMNOOST

710  ORACIES ORACY, skill in oral expression and comprehension [n] */* ACEIORS

711  ORATURE oral forms of literature, such as folklore [n ORATURES] */s AEORRTU

712 ·OREBODY a mass of ore in a mine [n OREBODIES] f/* BDEOORY

713  OROGENS· OROGEN, a belt of the earth's crust involved in orogeny [n] */* EGNOORS

714  OUGIYAS· OUGIYA, ouguiya (a monetary unit of Mauritania) [n] */* AGIOSUY

715  OUTSTEP to step beyond [v OUTSTEPPED, OUTSTEPPING, OUTSTEPS] */s EOPSTTU

716  OWLIEST OWLY, owlish (resembling an owl (a nocturnal bird)) [adj] jl/* EILOSTW

717  OXAZOLE a liquid chemical compound [n OXAZOLES] */s AELOOXZ

718  OXHERDS· OXHERD, one who tends oxen [n] */* DEHORSX

719  OXHIDES· OXHIDE, leather made from the skin of an ox [n] */* DEHIOSX

720  PACINGS· PACING, the speed at which an event takes place [n] s/* ACGINPS

721  PACZKIS· PACZKI, a round doughnut with a filling [n] */* ACIKPSZ

722  PADRONA a female boss or employer [n PADRONAS] */s AADNOPR

723 ·PAEONIC PAEON, a metrical foot of four syllables [adj] */* ACEINOP

724  PALSIER PALSY, friendly in a way that is not proper or sincere [adj] */* AEILPRS

725  PANDANS· PANDAN, pandanus (a tropical plant) [n] */* AADNNPS

726  PANEERS· PANEER, a milk curd cheese [n] */* AEENPRS

727  PANINIS· PANINO, a sandwich made with a small bread roll [n] */* AIINNPS

728  PANLIKE resembling a pan (a container used for cooking) [adj] */* AEIKLNP

729  PANNIST a person who plays a steel drum [n PANNISTS] */s AINNPST

730  PAPULAS· PAPULA, papule (a pimple (an inflamed swelling of the skin)) [n] */* AALPPSU

731  PARATHA a piece of unleavened bread fried on a griddle [n PARATHAS] */s AAAHPRT

732  PARKIER PARKY, chilly (cool (moderately cold)) [adj] s/* AEIKPRR
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733  PARKINS· PARKIN, a kind of bread made with molasses and oatmeal [n] */* AIKNPRS

734  PARKOUR the sport of traversing environmental obstacles by running, climbing, or leaping [n 

PARKOURS] */s

AKOPRRU

735  PARTERS· PARTER, one that parts (to divide or break into separate pieces) [n] */* AEPRRST

736  PASHKAS· PASHKA, paskha (a Russian dessert eaten at Easter) [n] */* AAHKPSS

737  PASKHAS· PASKHA, a Russian dessert eaten at Easter [n] */* AAHKPSS

738  PASTILY· in a manner that is pasty [adv] */* AILPSTY

739  PATONCE having the arms broaden from the center and end in three-pointed lobes -- used of a 

heraldic cross [adj] */*

ACENOPT

740  PATOOTS· PATOOT, patootie (the buttocks (either of the two rounded parts of the rump)) [n] */* AOOPSTT

741 ·PATTEST PAT, known thoroughly [adj] */* AEPSTTT

742  PAYDOWN the reduction of debt through repayment [n PAYDOWNS] */s ADNOPWY

743  PAYSLIP a brief record of an employee's wages indicating deductions [n PAYSLIPS] */s AILPPSY

744  PAYWALL a system that prevents access to a website without a paid subscription [n PAYWALLS] */s AALLPWY

745  PEDWAYS· PEDWAY, a walkway for pedestrians only [n] */* ADEPSWY

746  PEEPBOS· PEEPBO, the game of peekaboo [n] */* BEEOPPS

747  PEGTOPS· PEGTOP, a spinning top having a peg wound with string [n] */* EGOPPST

748  PELHAMS· PELHAM, a type of a horse's mouthpiece [n] */* AEHLMPS

749  PEPITAS· PEPITA, the edible dried seed of a pumpkin or squash [n] */* AEIPPST

750  PERCIDS· PERCID, a freshwater fish of the perch family [n] */* CDEIPRS

751  PEROGIE· pierogi (a small dumpling with a filling) [n PEROGIES] */s EEGIOPR

752  PEROGIS· PEROGI, a dough dumpling [n] */* EGIOPRS

753  PERVIER PERVY, sexually perverted [adj] */* EEIPRRV

754  PEWTERY· PEWTER, a tin alloy [adj] */* EEPRTWY

755  PHARMAS· PHARMA, a pharmaceutical company [n] */* AAHMPRS

756 ·PHARMER one who participates in pharming [n PHARMERS] */s AEHMPRR

757  PHASERS· PHASER, a type of science-fiction weapon [n] */* AEHPRSS

758  PHISHED PHISH, to engage in phishing [v] */* DEHHIPS

759  PHISHER one that phishes (to engage in phishing) [n PHISHERS] */s EHHIPRS

760  PHISHES PHISH, to engage in phishing [v] */* EHHIPSS

761  PHIZZES PHIZZ, phiz (a face or facial expression) [n] */* EHIPSZZ

762 ·PHONERS· PHONER, one who calls someone on the telephone [n] */* EHNOPRS

763  PHOTINO a hypothetical elementary particle [n PHOTINOS] */s HINOOPT

764  PHYSIOS· PHYSIO, a physiotherapist [n] */* HIOPSSY

765  PIANOLA a type of player piano [n PIANOLAS] */s AAILNOP

766  PICKLER· a vegetable or fruit suitable for pickling [n PICKLERS] */s CEIKLPR

767  PICKNEY an offensive word [n PICKNEYS] */s CEIKNPY

768  PIEINGS· PIEING, the act of throwing a pie at a public figure [n] */* EGIINPS

769  PIFFLER· one that babbles (to talk idly or excessively) [n PIFFLERS] */s EFFILPR

770  PILLBUG a wood louse that can roll up into a ball [n PILLBUGS] */s BGILLPU

771  PILLOCK a stupid person [n PILLOCKS] */s CIKLLOP

772  PINCURL a curl held in place with a hairpin [n PINCURLS] */s CILNPRU

773 ·PINKIER· PINKY, pinkish (somewhat pink) [adj] */* EIIKNPR

774  PINLESS lacking pins [adj] s/* EILNPSS

775  PINSPOT to illuminate with a tight spotlight [v PINSPOTTED, PINSPOTTING, PINSPOTS] */s INOPPST

776  PINTUCK a small, ornamental tuck [n PINTUCKS] */s CIKNPTU

777  PINYINS· PINYIN, a system for romanizing Chinese ideograms [n] */* IINNPSY

778  PIPLESS having no small seeds [adj] */* EILPPSS

779  PISSIER PISSY, an offensive word [adj] */* EIIPRSS

780  PLAYSET an outdoor apparatus having equipment for children's activities [n PLAYSETS] */s AELPSTY

781  PLEROMA the fullness of the divine powers [n PLEROMAS] */s AELMOPR

782  PLONKER a stupid person [n PLONKERS] */s EKLNOPR

783  PLUMERY the feathers of a bird [n PLUMERIES] */* ELMPRUY

784 ·PLUSHED showily luxurious [adj] */* DEHLPSU

785  PODCAST to make a program available in digital format for download over the Internet [v PODCAST 

or PODCASTED, PODCASTING, PODCASTS] */s

ACDOPST

786  PODUNKS· PODUNK, a small, unimportant town [n] */* DKNOPSU
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787  POGOING POGO, to jump up and down as if on a pogo stick [v] */* GGINOOP

788  POLACKS· POLACK, an offensive word [n] */* ACKLOPS

789  POLYBAG to place something in a polyethylene bag [v POLYBAGGED, POLYBAGGING, POLYBAGS] */s ABGLOPY

790  PONCIER PONCEY, an offensive word [adj] / PONCY, an offensive word [adj] */* CEINOPR

791  PONGALS· PONGAL, a dish of cooked rice in Tamil-speaking India [n] */* AGLNOPS

792  PONGIER PONGY, stinky (emitting a foul odor) [adj] s/* EGINOPR

793  POOBAHS· POOBAH, an influential person [n] */* ABHOOPS

794  POOFIER POOFY, an offensive word [adj] */* EFIOOPR

795  POOPIER POOPY, stupid or ineffectual [adj] */* EIOOPPR

796  POPOUTS· POPOUT, a type of out in baseball [n] */* OOPPSTU

797  POPPIER POPPY, having the characteristics of pop music [adj] */* EIOPPPR

798  POPSTER a pop musician [n POPSTERS] */s EOPPRST

799  PORCHED PORCH, a covered structure at the entrance to a building [adj] */* CDEHOPR

800  POSIEST· POSEY, pretentious [adj] */* EIOPSST

801  PRATIES· PRATIE, a potato (the edible tuber of a cultivated plant) [n] */* AEIPRST

802  PRECIPS· PRECIP, precipitation [n] */* CEIPPRS

803  PRENUPS· PRENUP, an agreement made by a couple before they marry [n] */* ENPPRSU

804 ·PREPOSE to place something in front of another [v PREPOSED, PREPOSING, PREPOSES] */ds EEOPPRS

805  PREZZIE a gift [n PREZZIES] */s EEIPRZZ

806  PRONEST PRONE, lying with the front or face downward [adj] */* ENOPRST

807  PROPYNE a gaseous methyl acetylene [n PROPYNES] */s ENOPPRY

808  PROSIFY to turn into prose [v PROSIFIED, PROSIFYING, PROSIFIES] */* FIOPRSY

809  PRUNIER PRUNEY, resembling a prune [adj] */* EINPRRU

810  PSIONIC pertaining to the practical use of psychic powers [adj] */* CIINOPS

811  PUBBING the practice of drinking in pubs [n PUBBINGS] */s BBGINPU

812  PUDEURS· PUDEUR, a sense of shame or embarrassment [n] */* DEPRSUU

813  PUKIEST PUKEY, resembling or suggestive of vomit [adj] */* EIKPSTU

814  PUNCTUM the opening of a tear duct [n PUNCTA] */* CMNPTUU

815  PUTLOCK putlog (a horizontal supporting timber) [n PUTLOCKS] */s CKLOPTU

816  PYSANKA a hand-painted Ukrainian Easter egg [n PYSANKY] */* AAKNPSY

817  PYSANKY PYSANKA, a hand-painted Ukrainian Easter egg [n] */* AKNPSYY

818  PZAZZES PZAZZ, pizazz (the quality of being exciting or attractive) [n] */* AEPSZZZ

819  QAMUTIK komatik (an Inuit sledge) [n QAMUTIKS] */s AIKMQTU

820  QAWWALI a style of Muslim music [n QAWWALIS] */s AAILQWW

821  QIGONGS· QIGONG, a Chinese system of physical exercises [n] */* GGINOQS

822  QUIFFED QUIFF, a lock of hair at the front of the head [adj] s/* DEFFIQU

823  QUILLOW a quilt formed into a pillow [n QUILLOWS] */s ILLOQUW

824  QUINZIE quinzhee (a shelter made by hollowing out a pile of snow) [n QUINZIES] */s EIINQUZ

825  QULLIQS· QULLIQ, kudlik (an Inuit oil lamp) [n] */* ILLQQSU

826  RABASKA a large canoe [n RABASKAS] */s AAABKRS

827  RACINOS· RACINO, a racetrack at which slot machines are available [n] */* ACINORS

828  RADDEST RAD, very appealing or good [adj] */* ADDERST

829  RADIOES RADIO, to transmit by radio (an apparatus for wireless communication) [v] */* ADEIORS

830  RAGEFUL full of violent anger [adj] */* AEFGLRU

831  RAGHEAD an offensive word [n RAGHEADS] */s AADEGHR

832  RAGTAIL ragged, shabby [adj] */* AAGILRT

833  RAGWORM an aquatic worm [n RAGWORMS] */s AGMORRW

834  RAILBED a layer of stone or gravel on which a railroad is laid [n RAILBEDS] */s ABDEILR

835  RAILMAN a railroad employee [n RAILMEN] */* AAILMNR

836  RAILMEN RAILMAN, a railroad employee [n] */* AEILMNR

837  RASSLER· a wrestler (one that wrestles (to engage in a type of hand-to-hand contest)) [n 

RASSLERS] */s

AELRRSS

838  RATTILY in a manner suggestive of rats [adv] */* AILRTTY

839  RAVIEST RAVEY, characteristic of a rave (an all-night dance party with fast electronic music) 

[adj] */*

AEIRSTV

840  RAZZIAS· RAZZIA, a hostile raid by Moors [n] */* AAIRSZZ

841  RAZZLES· RAZZLE, a flamboyant colorful display [n] f/* AELRSZZ

842  REBASED· REBASE, to set a new foundation for something [v] */* ABDEERS
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843  REBASES· REBASE, to set a new foundation for something [v] */* ABEERSS

844  REBRAND to change the corporate image of a company [v REBRANDED, REBRANDING, REBRANDS] */s ABDENRR

845  REDDIER REDDY, reddish (somewhat red) [adj] */* DDEEIRR

846  REEBOKS· REEBOK, rhebok (a large antelope (a ruminant mammal)) [n] */* BEEKORS

847  REGIFTS· REGIFT, to give a gift one has received to someone else [v] */* EFGIRST

848  REISHIS· REISHI, a mushroom having a shiny cap [n] */* EHIIRSS

849  REMIXER one that remixes (as a recording) [n REMIXERS] */s EEIMRRX

850  REMOULD MOULD, to mold (to work into a particular shape) [v REMOULDED, REMOULDING, REMOULDS] 

*/s

DELMORU

851  RENEGUE to renege (to fail to carry out a promise or commitment) [v RENEGUED, RENEGUING, 

RENEGUES] */ds

EEEGNRU

852  REORGED REORG, to reorganize (to form into an orderly whole) [v] */* DEEGORR

853  REPOINT POINT, to indicate direction with the finger [v REPOINTED, REPOINTING, REPOINTS] */s EINOPRT

854  RESCUEE· one that is rescued [n RESCUEES] */s CEEERSU

855  RESKINS· RESKIN, to replace the outermost layer of an aircraft or motor vehicle [v] */* EIKNRSS

856  RETABLO a retable (a raised shelf above an altar) [n RETABLOS] */s ABELORT

857  RIBBIES· RIBBIE, a run batted in [n] */t BBEIIRS

858  RIBBITS· RIBBIT, the sound made by a frog [n] */* BBIIRST

859  RIBEYES· RIBEYE, a cut of beef [n] */* BEEIRSY

860  RIFFAGE a series of musical phrases [n RIFFAGES] */s AEFFGIR

861  RIGIDER RIGID, not flexible; strict, harsh [adj] */* DEGIIRR

862  RIKISHI a sumo wrestler [n RIKISHI] */* HIIIKRS

863  RINDING RIND, to strip the bark from [v] g/* DGIINNR

864  RIVULUS a small tropical American fish [n RIVULUSES] */* ILRSUUV

865  ROBATAS· ROBATA, a grill used for Japanese cooking [n] */* AABORST

866  ROBINIA a North American tree or shrub [n ROBINIAS] */s ABIINOR

867  ROCKILY in a rocky manner [adv] */* CIKLORY

868  RODNEYS· RODNEY, a small fishing boat [n] */* DENORSY

869 ·ROLLIES· ROLLIE, a hand-rolled cigarette [n] bt/* EILLORS

870  ROLLUPS· ROLLUP, something that is rolled into the shape of a tube [n] */* LLOPRSU

871  ROOIBOS a South African evergreen shrub [n ROOIBOSES] */* BIOOORS

872  ROPINGS· ROPING, the act of binding with a rope [n] */* GINOPRS

873  ROSACES· ROSACE, an ornamentation resembling a rose [n] */* ACEORSS

874  ROSELLA an Australian parakeet [n ROSELLAS] */s AELLORS

875  ROTINIS· ROTINI, pasta in small spirals [n] */* IINORST

876  RUCOLAS· RUCOLA, arugula (a European annual herb) [n] */* ACLORSU

877  RUDDIED RUDDY, to make ruddy [v] */* DDDEIRU

878  RUDDIES RUDDY, to make ruddy [v] */t DDEIRSU

879  RUDISTS· RUDIST, a cone-shaped extinct mollusk [n] */* DIRSSTU

880  RUGRATS· RUGRAT, a young child [n] */* AGRRSTU

881  RUMDUMS· RUMDUM, an alcoholic (someone suffering from alcoholism (a disabling addictive disorder 

characterized by dependence on alcohol)) [n] */*

DMMRSUU

882  RUMNESS the quality or state of being odd or peculiar [n RUMNESSES] */* EMNRSSU

883  RUMPOTS· RUMPOT, an alcoholic (someone suffering from alcoholism (a disabling addictive disorder 

characterized by dependence on alcohol)) [n] */*

MOPRSTU

884  RUSSULA a woodland fungus [n RUSSULAS] */s ALRSSUU

885  SABICUS· SABICU, a Caribbean tree [n] */* ABCISSU

886  SABKHAS· SABKHA, a coastal, flat, periodically flooded area in northern Africa [n] */* AABHKSS

887 ·SABLEST· SABLE, dark, gloomy [adj] */* ABELSST

888  SABOTED SABOT, a wooden shoe [adj] */* ABDEOST

889  SADDISH somewhat sad [adj] */* ADDHISS

890  SALMONY· resembling salmon (a food fish) [adj] */* ALMNOSY

891  SALTERY· a factory where fish is salted for storage [n SALTERIES] p/* AELRSTY

892  SALWARS· SALWAR, shalwar (a pair of loose trousers worn by some women of India) [n] */* AALRSSW

893  SAMBOES SAMBO, a Latin American of mixed black and Indian ancestry [n] */* ABEMOSS

894  SAMIEST SAMEY, lacking variety [adj] */* AEIMSST

895  SANGHAS· SANGHA, a Buddhist religious community [n] */* AAGHNSS

896  SANYASI sannyasi (a Hindu monk) [n SANYASIS] */s AAINSSY
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897  SAPELES· SAPELE, a large tropical African tree [n] */* AEELPSS

898  SAPIDER SAPID, savoury, palatable [adj] */* ADEIPRS

899  SARANGI a stringed instrument of India [n SARANGIS] */s AAGINRS

900  SARKILY SARKY, sarcastic [adv] */* AIKLRSY

901  SARNIES· SARNIE, a sandwich [n] */* AEINRSS

902  SATCOMS· SATCOM, satellite communications [n] */* ACMOSST

903  SATINED SATIN, to give a glossy surface to [v] */* ADEINST

904  SATSANG a sacred gathering in Hinduism [n SATSANGS] */s AAGNSST

905  SAXISTS· SAXIST, a saxophone player [n] */* AISSSTX

906 ·SCARVED wearing a scarf [adj] */* ACDERSV

907  SCHLONG an offensive word [n SCHLONGS] */s CGHLNOS

908  SCHMUTZ dirt, grime [n SCHMUTZES] */* CHMSTUZ

909  SCHTUPS· SCHTUP, an offensive word [v] */* CHPSSTU

910  SCHVITZ to shvitz (to sweat (to perspire (to give off moisture through the pores of the skin))) 

[v SCHVITZED, SCHVITZING, SCHVITZES] */*

CHISTVZ

911  SCRAVEL to scrabble [v SCRAVELED, SCRAVELING, SCRAVELLED, SCRAVELLING, SCRAVELS] */s ACELRSV

912  SCRAWBS· SCRAWB, to scrob (to scrape with or as with claws) [v] */* ABCRSSW

913  SCRITCH a quiet scraping sound [n SCRITCHES] */* CCHIRST

914 ·SCRUMMY delicious [adj SCRUMMIER, SCRUMMIEST] */* CMMRSUY

915  SCRUMPY rough cider [n SCRUMPIES] */* CMPRSUY

916 ·SCRYERS· SCRYER, one that scries (to foretell the future by using a crystal ball) [n] */* CERRSSY

917  SEAFOAM foam formed on the sea [n SEAFOAMS] */s AAEFMOS

918  SEAKALE a coastal plant with edible shoots [n SEAKALES] */s AAEEKLS

919  SELFIES· SELFIE, an image of oneself taken by oneself using a phone camera [n] */* EEFILSS

920  SENESCE to grow old [v SENESCED, SENESCING, SENESCES] */ds CEEENSS

921  SENITIS· SENITI, a monetary unit of Tonga [n] */* EIINSST

922  SERVERY· a counter or room from which meals are served [n SERVERIES] */* EERRSVY

923 ·SEXPERT an expert in sexual matters [n SEXPERTS] */s EEPRSTX

924  SEXTING the sending of sexually explicit messages or images by cell phone [n SEXTINGS] */s EGINSTX

925  SHADDUP used to silence someone [interj] */* ADDHPSU

926  SHAGGER an offensive word [n SHAGGERS] */s AEGGHRS

927  SHAHADA the Muslim profession of faith [n SHAHADAS] */hs AAADHHS

928  SHAHEED shahid (a Muslim martyr) [n SHAHEEDS] */s ADEEHHS

929  SHAHIDS· SHAHID, a Muslim martyr [n] */* ADHHISS

930  SHAIKHS· SHAIKH, sheik (an Arab chief) [n] */* AHHIKSS

931  SHALWAR a pair of loose trousers worn by some women of India [n SHALWARS] */s AAHLRSW

932 ·SHAMALS· SHAMAL, a hot, dry wind [n] */* AAHLMSS

933  SHAMBAS· SHAMBA, a farm in East Africa [n] */* AABHMSS

934  SHARIAT· sharia (Islamic law based on the Koran) [n SHARIATS] */s AAHIRST

935  SHASTAS· SHASTA, a flowering plant [n] */* AAHSSST

936  SHAYKHS· SHAYKH, sheik (an Arab chief) [n] */* AHHKSSY

937  SHEHNAI a double-reed wind instrument of India [n SHEHNAIS] */s AEHHINS

938  SHEITEL a wig worn by a married Jewish woman [n SHEITELS] */s EEHILST

939  SHEMALE an offensive word [n SHEMALES] */s AEEHLMS

940  SHENAIS· SHENAI, shehnai (a double-reed wind instrument of India) [n] */* AEHINSS

941 ·SHEROES SHERO, a woman regarded as a hero [n] */* EEHORSS

942  SHIKARA· a light, flat-bottomed boat in Kashmir [n SHIKARAS] */s AAHIKRS

943  SHIKRAS· SHIKRA, a small sparrow hawk [n] */* AHIKRSS

944  SHINOLA an offensive word [n SHINOLAS] */s AHILNOS

945  SHIRTED SHIRT, a garment for the upper part of the body [adj] */* DEHIRST

946  SHITBAG an offensive word [n SHITBAGS] */s ABGHIST

947  SHITCAN an offensive word [v SHITCANNED, SHITCANNING, SHITCANS] */s ACHINST

948 ·SHITTER an offensive word [n SHITTERS] */s EHIRSTT

949  SHIURIM SHIUR, a Talmudic study session [n] */* HIIMRSU

950  SHLEPPY· schleppy (shabby, run-down) [adj SHLEPPIER, SHLEPPIEST] */* EHLPPSY

951  SHLONGS· SHLONG, an offensive word [n] */* GHLNOSS

952  SHMATTE schmatte (a ragged garment) [n SHMATTES] */s AEHMSTT
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953  SHMEERS· SHMEER, to schmeer (to bribe (to practice bribery)) [v] */* EEHMRSS

954  SHMOOZY schmoozy (given to schmoozing) [adj SHMOOZIER, SHMOOZIEST] */* HMOOSYZ

955  SHMUCKY· schmucky (foolish, contemptible) [adj SHMUCKIER, SHMUCKIEST] */* CHKMSUY

956  SHOCHET a person who slaughters animals and fowl according to Jewish law [n SHOCHETIM] */* CEHHOST

957  SHOCHUS· SHOCHU, a Japanese liquor [n] */* CHHOSSU

958  SHROOMS· SHROOM, a mushroom (a type of fungus) [n] */* HMOORSS

959  SIBSHIP a group of children having the same parents [n SIBSHIPS] */s BHIIPSS

960  SIDDHAS· SIDDHA, one who has attained perfection in Hinduism [n] */* ADDHISS

961  SIDDHIS· SIDDHI, the perfection attained by a siddha [n] */* DDHIISS

962  SIDEDLY in a manner of something with a given number of sides [adv] */* DDEILSY

963  SIKSIKS· SIKSIK, the Arctic ground squirrel [n] */* IIKKSSS

964  SIMCHAS· SIMCHA, a Jewish private party [n] */* ACHIMSS

965  SINKFUL as much as a sink can hold [n SINKFULS] */s FIKLNSU

966  SINNETS· SINNET, sennet (a call sounded on a trumpet signaling the entrance or exit of actors) 

[n] */*

EINNSST

967  SITREPS· SITREP, a report on the current military situation [n] */* EIPRSST

968  SKEDDED SKED, to schedule (to assign to a certain date or time) [v] */* DDDEEKS

969  SKIDPAD a road surface on which drivers can practice controlling skidding [n SKIDPADS] */s ADDIKPS

970  SKIMMIA an evergreen shrub [n SKIMMIAS] */s AIIKMMS

971  SKOLING SKOL, to skoal (to drink to the health of) [v] */* GIKLNOS

972  SKRYING SKRY, to scry (to foretell the future by using a crystal ball) [v] */* GIKNRSY

973  SKYGLOW a glow in the night sky resulting from urban lights [n SKYGLOWS] */s GKLOSWY

974  SKYLESS having the sky obscured by clouds [adj] */* EKLSSSY

975 ·SLAHALS· SLAHAL, lahal (a team game played by indigenous peoples of the Pacific Northwest) [n] 

*/*

AAHLLSS

976  SLEAZED· SLEAZE, to behave in a sleazy manner [v] */* ADEELSZ

977  SLEAZOS· SLEAZO, a sleazoid (a person of low morals or character) [n] */* AELOSSZ

978  SLURVES· SLURVE, a type of pitch in baseball [n] */* ELRSSUV

979  SMARMED SMARM, to use excessive flattery to obtain favors [v] */* ADEMMRS

980  SMILIER SMILEY, displaying a smile [adj] */* EIILMRS

981  SMILIES SMILEY, a representation of a smiling face [n] */t EIILMSS

982  SMOKEYS· SMOKEY, a police officer who patrols highways [n] */* EKMOSSY

983  SMOKIES· SMOKEY, a police officer who patrols highways [n] / SMOKIE, a sausage or hot dog [n] 

*/t

EIKMOSS

984  SMOOTHE· to smooth (to make smooth) [v SMOOTHED, SMOOTHING, SMOOTHES] */dnrs EHMOOST

985  SMRITIS· SMRITI, a text of Hindu religious teachings [n] */* IIMRSST

986 ·SNAGGER a person who uses illegal fishing methods [n SNAGGERS] */s AEGGNRS

987  SNAGGLE a tangled or knotted mass [n SNAGGLES] */s AEGGLNS

988  SNAKISH resembling a snake [adj] */* AHIKNSS

989  SNARFLE to snarf (to eat or drink greedily) [v SNARFLED, SNARFLING, SNARFLES] */ds AEFLNRS

990  SNOGGER one that snogs (to kiss (to touch with the lips as a sign of affection)) [n SNOGGERS] 

*/s

EGGNORS

991 ·SNOOSES· SNOOSE, chewing tobacco [n] */* ENOOSSS

992  SNUGGLY warm and cozy [adj SNUGGLIER, SNUGGLIEST] */* GGLNSUY

993  SOLERAS· SOLERA, a Spanish method of producing wine [n] */* AELORSS

994  SOMBRER· SOMBRE, somber (gloomy (dismally dark)) [adj] */o BEMORRS

995  SOMONIS· SOMONI, a monetary unit of Tajikistan [n] */* IMNOOSS

996  SOONISH SOON, in the near future [adj] */* HINOOSS

997  SOPPILY SOPPY, very wet [adv] */* ILOPPSY

998  SORTALS· SORTAL, a term that classifies an entity as being of a particular kind [n] */* ALORSST

999  SOUPILY SOUPY, foggy (filled with fog) [adv] */* ILOPSUY

1000  SOURGUM a softwood tree of eastern North America [n SOURGUMS] */s GMORSUU

1001  SOUSERS· SOUSER, a drunkard (one who is habitually drunk) [n] */* EORSSSU

1002  SOWBACK a low ridge of sand [n SOWBACKS] */s ABCKOSW

1003  SOWBUGS· SOWBUG, a wood louse [n] */* BGOSSUW

1004  SOWINGS· SOWING, the act of scattering seeds [n] */* GINOSSW

1005  SOYMEAL the residue from the extraction of oil from soybean seeds [n SOYMEALS] */s AELMOSY

1006  SPALTED denoting wood having irregular lines resulting from fungal decay [adj] */* ADELPST
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1007  SPECTED SPECT, to expect [v] */* CDEEPST

1008  SPILITE a form of basalt [n SPILITES] : SPILITIC ~adj */s EIILPST

1009  SPITTLY SPITTLE, saliva (a fluid secreted by the glands of the mouth) [adj] */* ILPSTTY

1010  SPLODGY splotchy (splotched) [adj SPLODGIER, SPLODGIEST] */* DGLOPSY

1011  SPLURTS· SPLURT, to gush forth in a stream or jet [v] */* LPRSSTU

1012  SPOONER one that behaves in an amorous way [n SPOONERS] */s ENOOPRS

1013 ·SPOORER one that spoors (to track an animal) [n SPOORERS] */s EOOPRRS

1014  SPRITZY· emitting a spray [adj SPRITZIER, SPRITZIEST] */* IPRSTYZ

1015  SPUDGEL a bucket attached to a long pole [n SPUDGELS] */s DEGLPSU

1016  SPYWARE computer software by which personal information is covertly sent to another computer [n 

SPYWARES] */s

AEPRSWY

1017  SQUADDY squaddie (a military recruit) [n SQUADDIES] */* ADDQSUY

1018  SQUIDGY squashy, soggy [adj SQUIDGIER, SQUIDGIEST] */* DGIQSUY

1019  SQUIRLS· SQUIRL, an ornamental curve in handwriting [n] */* ILQRSSU

1020 ·STAKERS· STAKER, one that marks off an area with stakes [n] */* AEKRSST

1021  STEAMIE a steamed hot dog [n STEAMIES] */rs AEEIMST

1022  STEPDAD a stepfather [n STEPDADS] */s ADDEPST

1023  STEPMOM a stepmother [n STEPMOMS] */s EMMOPST

1024  STERANE a chemical compound [n STERANES] */s AEENRST

1025  STERNED STERN, the rear part of a ship [adj] */* DEENRST

1026  STEVIAS· STEVIA, a South American herb with sweet-tasting leaves [n] */* AEISSTV

1027  STEWPOT a large pot for stewing [n STEWPOTS] */s EOPSTTW

1028  STICKIE sticky (a slip of notepaper having an adhesive strip on the back) [n STICKIES] */rs CEIIKST

1029 ·STINGES· STINGE, a mean or stingy person [n] */* EGINSST

1030  STONKED STONK, to bombard with artillery fire [v] */* DEKNOST

1031  STONKER something very large or impressive of its kind [n STONKERS] */s EKNORST

1032  STOVING STOVE, to heat something in a heating apparatus [v] */* GINOSTV

1033 ·STRINES· STRINE, English as spoken in Australia [n] */* EINRSST

1034  STRIPEY· stripy (marked with stripes) [adj STRIPIER, STRIPIEST] */* EIPRSTY

1035  STROBED· STROBE, to produce brief, high-intensity flashes of light [v] */* BDEORST

1036  STYLOPS an insect that is a parasite of other insects [n STYLOPS] */* LOPSSTY

1037  SUDOKUS· SUDOKU, a puzzle involving the numbers 1 through 9 [n] */* DKOSSUU

1038  SUETIER SUETY, SUET, the hard, fatty tissue around the kidneys of cattle and sheep [adj] */* EEIRSTU

1039  SUNBEDS· SUNBED, a device for acquiring tan skin artificially [n] */* BDENSSU

1040  SUNCARE protection of the skin from damage by the sun [n SUNCARES] */s ACENRSU

1041  SUNKERS· SUNKER, a ridge of rock near the surface of the sea [n] */* EKNRSSU

1042  SUNSTAR a type of starfish (a star-shaped marine animal) [n SUNSTARS] */s ANRSSTU

1043  SUNTRAP a pleasantly sunny sheltered place [n SUNTRAPS] */s ANPRSTU

1044  SWIFTIE a person who acts or thinks quickly [n SWIFTIES] */s EFIISTW

1045  SWILERS· SWILER, one that hunts seals [n] */* EILRSSW

1046 ·SWILING the activity of hunting seals [n SWILINGS] */s GIILNSW

1047 ·SWIPERS· SWIPER, one that swipes (to strike with a sweeping blow) [n] */* EIPRSSW

1048  SWOPPER swapper (one that swaps (to trade)) [n SWOPPERS] */s EOPPRSW

1049  SYNTONE a person having a syntonic temperament [n SYNTONES] */s ENNOSTY

1050  SYNTYPE each of a set of type specimens on which the name of a new species is based [n 

SYNTYPES] */s

ENPSTYY

1051  TAENITE a nickel-iron alloy in meteorites [n TAENITES] */s AEEINTT

1052  TAGETES a flowering plant [n TAGETES] */* AEEGSTT

1053  TAGINES· TAGINE, tajine (an earthenware Moroccan cooking pot) [n] */* AEGINST

1054  TAHINAS· TAHINA, tahini (a paste of sesame seeds) [n] */* AAHINST

1055  TAJINES· TAJINE, an earthenware Moroccan cooking pot [n] */* AEIJNST

1056  TALBOTS· TALBOT, a large dog of an extinct breed [n] */* ABLOSTT

1057  TALCIER TALCY, TALC, to treat with talc (a soft mineral with a soapy texture) [adj] */* ACEILRT

1058  TANGOES TANGO, to perform a Latin American dance [v] */* AEGNOST

1059  TAPINGS· TAPING, the act or an instance of recording something on magnetic tape [n] */* AGINPST

1060  TAPLESS lacking a tap (a device to stop the flow of liquid or gas) [adj] */* AELPSST

1061  TARTUFI TARTUFO, an Italian ice-cream dessert [n] */* AFIRTTU
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1062  TARTUFO an Italian ice-cream dessert [n TARTUFI or TARTUFOS] */s AFORTTU

1063  TATHATA the ultimate nature of all things in Buddhism [n TATHATAS] */s AAAHTTT

1064 ·TAXISES TAXIS, a restoration of displaced bones or organs by pressure [n] */* AEISSTX

1065  TEENDOM teenagers collectively [n TEENDOMS] */s DEEMNOT

1066  TEEVEES· TEEVEE, a television [n] */* EEEESTV

1067  TEGULAE· TEGULA, a flat roof tile used in ancient Rome [n] */* AEEGLTU

1068  TENNESI· TENNE, an orange-brown color [n] */* EEINNST

1069  TEPACHE a Mexican drink made with pineapple, brown sugar, and water [n TEPACHES] */s ACEEHPT

1070  TERESES TERES, either of two muscles helping to rotate the arm [n] */* EEERSST

1071  TERETES· TERES, either of two muscles helping to rotate the arm [n] */* EEERSTT

1072  TERROIR the combination of factors that gives wine grapes their distinctive character [n 

TERROIRS] */s

EIORRRT

1073  TETROSE a sugar whose molecules contain four carbon atoms [n TETROSES] */s EEORSTT

1074  TEXTERS· TEXTER, one that texts (to send a message from one cell phone to another) [n] */* EERSTTX

1075  TEXTING TEXT, to send a message from one cell phone to another [v] */* EGINTTX

1076  THRASHY· characteristic of a style of fast, loud, punk-rock music [adj THRASHIER, THRASHIEST] 

*/*

AHHRSTY

1077  THYMOMA a tumor arising from thymus tissue [n THYMOMAS or THYMOMATA] */s AHMMOTY

1078  TIGNONS· TIGNON, a piece of cloth worn as a headdress in Louisiana [n] */* GINNOST

1079  TINSELY· tinselly (cheaply gaudy) [adj TINSELIER, TINSELIEST] */* EILNSTY

1080 ·TITCHES TITCH, a small amount [n] s/* CEHISTT

1081  TITCHIE titchy (very small) [adj TITCHIER, TITCHIEST] */r CEHIITT

1082  TOADLET a small toad (a tailless, jumping amphibian) [n TOADLETS] */s ADELOTT

1083  TOCKING TOCK, to make a hollow sound [v] s/* CGIKNOT

1084  TOECLIP a device that holds the front of a cyclist's shoe to the pedal [n TOECLIPS] */s CEILOPT

1085  TOERAGS· TOERAG, a contemptible person [n] */* AEGORST

1086  TOODLED· TOODLE, to tootle (to toot softly or repeatedly) [v] */* DDELOOT

1087 ·TOODLES· TOODLE, to tootle (to toot softly or repeatedly) [v] */* DELOOST

1088  TOOLSET a set of tools [n TOOLSETS] */s ELOOSTT

1089  TORPEFY to make sluggish (displaying little movement or activity) [v TORPEFIED, TORPEFYING, 

TORPEFIES] */*

EFOPRTY

1090  TORQUEY· providing force to cause rotation [adj TORQUIER, TORQUIEST] */* EOQRTUY

1091  TORUSES TORUS, a large convex molding [n] */* EORSSTU

1092  TOSTONE a Mexican dish of fried plantains [n TOSTONES] */s ENOOSTT

1093  TOTTIES TOTTY, a sexually desirable woman [n] */* EIOSTTT

1094  TOUPIES· TOUPIE, a round boneless smoked ham [n] */* EIOPSTU

1095  TOUTONS· TOUTON, a deep-fried round of bread dough [n] */* NOOSTTU

1096  TOYLAND the toy industry [n TOYLANDS] */s ADLNOTY

1097  TOYTOWN a small model of a town [n TOYTOWNS] */s NOOTTWY

1098 ·TRANKED TRANK, to tranquilize [v] */* ADEKNRT

1099  TRANNIE tranny (a transmission) [n TRANNIES] */s AEINNRT

1100  TRIALED TRIAL, to test something to assess its performance [v] */* ADEILRT

1101  TRICITY an area that comprises three adjoining independent cities [n TRICITIES] */* CIIRTTY

1102  TRIFFID a fictional predatory plant [n TRIFFIDS] */s DFFIIRT

1103  TRIGAMY the crime of being married to three people at once [n TRIGAMIES] */* AGIMRTY

1104  TRIMPOT a small instrument for adjusting resistance or voltage [n TRIMPOTS] */s IMOPRTT

1105  TRIPMAN a man hired to work on a trip [n TRIPMEN] */* AIMNPRT

1106  TRIPMEN TRIPMAN, a man hired to work on a trip [n] */* EIMNPRT

1107  TRUNCAL affecting the trunk (the central part) of the body [adj] */* ACLNRTU

1108  TSOTSIS· TSOTSI, a black African urban criminal [n] */* IOSSSTT

1109  TUNINGS· TUNING, the act of adjusting a musical instrument to a correct pitch [n] */* GINNSTU

1110  TUNKETS· TUNKET, hell [n] */* EKNSTTU

1111  TURNIPY· TURNIP, an edible plant root [adj] / turinp [adj TURNIPIER, TURNIPIEST] */* INPRTUY

1112  TUSKIER TUSKY, having tusks [adj] */* EIKRSTU

1113 ·TWEENIE a person not yet a teenager [n TWEENIES] */s EEEINTW

1114  TWISTOR a complex variable in descriptions of space-time [n TWISTORS] */s IORSTTW

1115  TWIZZLE a maneuver in figure skating [n TWIZZLES] */s EILTWZZ

1116  TWONESS the state of being two [n TWONESSES] */* ENOSSTW
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1117  TYCHISM the proposition that chance is operative in the universe [n TYCHISMS] */s CHIMSTY

1118  TYPINGS· TYPING, the activity of writing with a typewriter [n] */* GINPSTY

1119  UDDERED UDDER, a mammary gland [adj] j/* DDDEERU

1120  ULTISOL a reddish-yellow acid soil [n ULTISOLS] */s ILLOSTU

1121  UMPTIER UMPTY, indefinitely many [adj] */* EIMPRTU

1122  UNBLIND to free from blindness or illusion [v UNBLINDED, UNBLINDING, UNBLINDS] */s BDILNNU

1123  UNCARED not properly taken care of [adj] */* ACDENRU

1124  UNGREEN harmful to the environment [adj UNGREENER, UNGREENEST] */* EEGNNRU

1125  UNGROUP to separate from a group [v UNGROUPED, UNGROUPING, UNGROUPS] */s GNOPRUU

1126  UNGULED having hoofs of a color that is different from the body -- used of a heraldic animal 

[adj] */*

DEGLNUU

1127  UNHASPS· UNHASP, to unfasten (to release from fastenings) [v] */* AHNPSSU

1128  UNIBROW a single continuous eyebrow formed when hair grows above the bridge of the nose [n 

UNIBROWS] */s

BINORUW

1129  UNICOMS· UNICOM, a radio communications system at some airports [n] */* CIMNOSU

1130  UNMOULD to unmold (to remove from a mold) [v UNMOULDED, UNMOULDING, UNMOULDS] */s DLMNOUU

1131  UNOAKED not matured in an oak container --used of wine [adj] */* ADEKNOU

1132  UNRIVET to remove rivets (metal bolts) from [v UNRIVETED, UNRIVETING, UNRIVETS or UNRIVETTED, 

UNRIVETTING, UNRIVETS] */s

EINRTUV

1133  UNROPES· UNROPE, to detach oneself from a rope [v] */* ENOPRSU

1134  UNSAFER· UNSAFE, SAFE, free from danger [adj] */* AEFNRSU

1135  UNTHAWS· UNTHAW, to thaw (to melt (to change from a solid to a liquid state by heat)) [v] */* AHNSTUW

1136  UNTONED lacking in muscular definition [adj] */* DENNOTU

1137  UNWAGED not receiving money for work [adj] */* ADEGNUW

1138  UPALONG a location away from a person or place [n UPALONGS] */s AGLNOPU

1139  UPSELLS· UPSELL, to try to sell a customer something more expensive [v] */* ELLPSSU

1140  UPSKILL to improve the job skills of someone [v UPSKILLED, UPSKILLING, UPSKILLS] */s IKLLPSU

1141  URGINGS· URGING, an attempt to persuade someone to do something [n] p/* GGINRSU

1142  UROGRAM an X-ray of part of the urinary tract [n UROGRAMS] */s AGMORRU

1143  URTEXTE· URTEXT, the original text [n] */* EERTTUX

1144 ·VAGUISH VAGUE, not clearly expressed or understood [adj] */* AGHISUV

1145  VALLUMS· VALLUM, a defensive wall of earth and stone [n] */* ALLMSUV

1146  VANITAS a still-life painting having symbols of death or change [n VANITASES] */* AAINSTV

1147  VARROAS· VARROA, a mite that is a parasite of the honeybee [n] */* AAORRSV

1148  VASEFUL as much as a vase can hold [n VASEFULS] */s AEFLSUV

1149  VEINOUS having prominent veins [adj] */* EINOSUV

1150  VERMINS· VERMIN, small, common, harmful, or objectionable animals [n] */* EIMNRSV

1151  VERONAL a sedative drug [n VERONALS] */s AELNORV

1152  VERSALS· VERSAL, an ornate capital letter used to begin a verse or paragraph [n] */* AELRSSV

1153  VERSINS· VERSIN, versine (a trigonometric function of an angle) [n] */* EINRSSV

1154  VESICAS· VESICA, a bladder (a saclike receptacle) [n] */* ACEISSV

1155  VIDALIA a sweet onion of the southern U.S. [n VIDALIAS] */s AADIILV

1156  VIDEOED VIDEO, to record visual images on magnetic tape or disc [v] */* DDEEIOV

1157 ·VIDIOTS· VIDIOT, a habitual, undiscriminating viewer of television [n] */* DIIOSTV

1158  VIELLES· VIELLE, a musical instrument played by turning a handle [n] */* EEILLSV

1159  VIFFING VIFF, to change direction abruptly of a vertical take-off aircraft [v] */* FFGIINV

1160  VIHUELA a type of early Spanish guitar [n VIHUELAS] */s AEHILUV

1161  VIRGERS· VIRGER, verger (a church official) [n] */* EGIRRSV

1162  VITELLI VITELLUS, the yolk of an egg [n] */n EIILLTV

1163  VIVERID a mammalian family [n VIVERIDS] */s DEIIRVV

1164 ·VLOGGED VLOG, to blog video material [v] */* DEGGLOV

1165 ·VLOGGER one that vlogs (to blog video material) [n VLOGGERS] */s EGGLORV

1166  VODCAST to make video files available for download over the Internet [v VODCAST or VODCASTED, 

VODCASTING, VODCASTS] */s

ACDOSTV

1167  VOLTING VOLT, to make a quick movement in fencing to avoid a thrust [v] */* GILNOTV

1168  VOWELED VOWEL, a type of speech sound [adj] */* DEELOVW

1169  VUGULAR pertaining to vugs (a small cavity in a rock or lode) [adj] */* AGLRUUV

1170  VULNING VULN, to wound (to inflict an injury upon) [v] */* GILNNUV

1171  WACKOES WACKO, a wacky person [n] */* ACEKOSW
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1172  WAKINGS· WAKING, the state of being awake [n] */* AGIKNSW

1173 ·WALKIES --used to command a dog to prepare for a walk [interj] */* AEIKLSW

1174 ·WALLEYS· WALLEY, a type of jump in figure skating [n] */* AELLSWY

1175  WARBIRD a vintage military aircraft [n WARBIRDS] */s ABDIRRW

1176  WAREZES WAREZ, illegally copied software [n] */* AEERSWZ

1177  WARGAME to engage in simulated military conflicts [v WARGAMED, WARGAMING, WARGAMES] */drs AAEGMRW

1178  WASHBAG a small bag for carrying toiletries when traveling [n WASHBAGS] */s AABGHSW

1179  WAYANGS· WAYANG, a performance featuring puppets or human dancers [n] */* AAGNSWY

1180  WAYMARK an object that serves as a guide for travelers [n WAYMARKS] */s AAKMRWY

1181  WEBINAR a live interactive educational presentation conducted on a website [n WEBINARS] */s ABEINRW

1182  WEBZINE a magazine published on the Internet [n WEBZINES] */s BEEINWZ

1183  WEEDBED an area of a body of water having many weeds [n WEEDBEDS] */s BDDEEEW

1184  WEEJUNS a trademark [n] */* EEJNSUW

1185  WEEPILY WEEPY, tending to weep [adv] */* EEILPWY

1186  WHATCHA a greeting [interj] */* AACHHTW

1187  WHIPPIT a small container of nitrous oxide [n WHIPPITS] */s HIIPPTW

1188  WHOOMPH· whoomp [n WHOOMPHS] */s HHMOOPW

1189  WHOOMPS· WHOOMP, a sudden loud sound [n] */* HMOOPSW

1190  WHOSESO possessive of whoso [pron] */* EHOOSSW

1191  WHOSITS· WHOSIT, whoosis (an object or person whose name is not known) [n] */* HIOSSTW

1192  WIGGERS· WIGGER, an unreliable or eccentric person [n] s/* EGGIRSW

1193  WINGNUT a nut with projections for gripping with the thumb and finger [n WINGNUTS] */s GINNTUW

1194  WINKLER· one that winkles (to displace, extract, or evict from a position) [n WINKLERS] t/s EIKLNRW

1195  WITTERS· WITTER, to speak at length on trivial matters [v] t/* EIRSTTW

1196  WOGGLES· WOGGLE, a ring through which a Scout's neckerchief is threaded [n] */* EGGLOSW

1197  WONKERY the qualities or activities of a wonk [n WONKERIES] */* EKNORWY

1198  WONKILY WONKY, unsteady (firm in position) [adv] */* IKLNOWY

1199  WONKISH WONK, an overly studious student [adj] */* HIKNOSW

1200  WOOABLE WOO, to seek the affection of [adj] */* ABELOOW

1201  WOODRAT a North American rat having a well-furred tail and large ears [n WOODRATS] */* ADOORTW

1202  WOONERF a road in the Netherlands primarily for pedestrians and cyclists [n WOONERFS] */* EFNOORW

1203  WOOPIES· WOOPIE, a well-off older person [n] / WOOPY, woopie (a well-off older person) [n] */* EIOOPSW

1204  WORKTOP a work surface especially in a kitchen [n WORKTOPS] */* KOOPRTW

1205  WORLDER one who belongs to a specified class, time, domain, or sphere of activity [n WORLDERS] 

*/*

DELORRW

1206  WOTCHER used as a casual greeting [interj] */* CEHORTW

1207  WRENTIT a long-tailed North American songbird [n WRENTITS] */* EINRTTW

1208  WRISTED WRIST, to sweep the puck along the ice before shooting it [v] */* DEIRSTW

1209  WRISTER a type of shot in hockey [n WRISTERS] */* EIRRSTW

1210  WYSIWYG denoting the text on a display screen that exactly corresponds to its appearance on a 

printout [adj] */*

GISWWYY

1211  YACHTIE a yachter (one who sails a yacht) [n YACHTIES] */* ACEHITY

1212  YAFFLES· YAFFLE, the European green woodpecker [n] */* AEFFLSY

1213  YAPPIER YAPPY, inclined to yap [adj] */* AEIPPRY

1214  YOBBERY the behavior of a yob [n YOBBERIES] */* BBEORYY

1215  YOBBIER YOBBY, resembling a yob (a hooligan (a hoodlum (a thug))) [adj] */* BBEIORY

1216  YOBBISH characteristic of a yob [adj] */* BBHIOSY

1217  YOGISMS· YOGISM, the practice or system of yoga [n] */* GIMOSSY

1218  YOGOURT yogurt (a food made from milk) [n YOGOURTS] */* GOORTUY

1219  YOMPING YOMP, to march with heavy equipment over difficult terrain [v] */* GIMNOPY

1220  YONDERS· YONDER, the far distance [n] */* DENORSY

1221  YUKATAS· YUKATA, a light cotton kimono [n] */* AAKSTUY

1222  ZAIDEHS· ZAIDEH, zeda (grandfather) [n] */* ADEHISZ

1223  ZAIDIES ZAIDY, zeda (grandfather) [n] */* ADEIISZ

1224  ZETETIC proceeding by inquiry [adj] */* CEEITTZ

1225  ZIPOLAS· ZIPOLA, zippo (nothing (the absence of all quantity or magnitude)) [n] */* AILOPSZ
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1226  ZIPPILY ZIPPY, full of energy [adv] */* IILPPYZ

1227  ZIZZING ZIZZ, to make a buzzing sound [n] */* GIINZZZ

1228  ZONINGS· ZONING, the division of a city or land into areas subject to planning restrictions [n] 

*/*

GINNOSZ
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